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Abstract
Efficient low-rank estimation from sparse social science data
by
Chelsea Y. Zhang
Doctor of Philosophy in Statistics
University of California, Berkeley
Professor Jasjeet Sekhon, Co-chair
Professor Michael Jordan, Co-chair
Social science datasets, notably surveys and panel data, are prone to missingness. Data may
be missing by accidents of data collection and nonresponse, or by design as a way to reduce
respondent burden. This dissertation focuses on low-rank estimation from sparse datasets
with matrix structure. In this unabashedly small-data setting, we study how to improve
sample efficiency in several empirical scenarios.
Chapter 1 addresses imputation of missing survey responses. We introduce our approach of
applying matrix factorization to the incomplete response matrix and evaluate its frequency
properties. To reduce burden, we ask questions selectively, intentionally creating missingness
at the individual level. We develop a procedure that optimally designs a short survey given
our imputation method. Specifically, we choose questions that maximize information about
latent user position. This active strategy reduces the error of imputations in simulations of
political surveys and in a Facebook survey experiment. We extend this method to ordinal
data, which requires approximate inference but delivers an adaptive question order. Finally,
we present evidence that reordering questions in the Facebook survey results in limited bias.
Subsequent chapters do not optimize survey design, but instead seek to harness additional
information by changing the model specification. In Chapter 2, we consider estimating
opinion at the subgroup level, in particular state-level opinion on political issues. Small-area
estimation methods, such as multilevel regression and poststratification, typically model a
single response variable. We borrow strength across related questions via a latent factor
model, which performs multilevel regression into latent space. Our joint model allows for
missingness at the group level. We simulate a survey that asks all questions of interest in
four states while asking just four pilot questions in all other states. For many non-pilot
questions, estimates of state opinion by the joint model have shorter intervals and smaller
error. However, if responses are not sparse, a univariate baseline is preferable.

2
In panel datasets, where observations are across time rather than across questions, missingness arises from differences in the availability and frequency of data series. Latent factor
methods are popular for denoising, dimension reduction and forecasting; for incomplete panels they also provide imputation. Chapter 3 reviews the econometric literature on low-rank
methods for panel data, emphasizing the setting with sparsity. The time dimension endows
these datasets with additional structure, and several approaches exist for modeling serial
correlation. There is evidence that such dynamic approaches yield efficiency gains in small
or sparse samples. A surprising number of methods, however, are static. These studies make
other contributions, such as inferential theory, error bounds and bias correction.
Throughout this dissertation we focus on social science applications, but missing data,
whether for individuals, for groups or across time, is a universal concern. Low-rank methods
that make efficient use of sparse data are broadly applicable.
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Chapter 1
Active matrix factorization for
surveys
1.1
1.1.1

Introduction
Reducing response burden in surveys

Modern surveys suffer from declining response rates, which inflate administration costs and
cast doubt on the validity of inferences. Research has long suspected that survey length
plays a role. An inverse association between length and response rate appears in several
meta-analyses of mail surveys [Heberlein and Baumgartner (1978); Yammarino et al. (1991);
Edwards et al. (2002)]. An experiment evaluating redesigns of the U.S. Census found that
shortening the questionnaire increased response rate [Dillman et al. (1993)]. Another experiment showed a sizable negative effect of completion in relation to length in web surveys
[Marcus et al. (2007)]. There is disagreement about the direction and size of effect [Munger
and Loyd (1988); Sheehan (2001)], although variation in reported effect sizes may be due to
the disparity of survey modes and measures of length [Fan and Yan (2010)].
In addition to nonresponse, a longer instrument may be more susceptible to measurement
error. Respondents may avoid the cognitive burden of surveys by taking mental shortcuts,
such as selecting “don’t know” or arbitrary responses, a behavior called satisficing [Krosnick
(1991)]. Satisficing in the form of straight-line responding – giving identical answers to
consecutive items – occurs more frequently on a long instrument than a short one [Herzog and
Bachman (1981)]. There is also evidence that both interviewers and interviewees deliberately
shortcut interviews to reduce cognitive burden, such as answering initial questions negatively
in order to avoid follow-up questions [Tourangeau et al. (2015)].
To combat these issues, survey practitioners have suggested reducing respondent burden
by asking fewer questions [Kreuter (2013)]. This idea arose in an earlier era of survey
research, when norms shifted from in-person to phone surveys; it became easier for contacts
to prematurely end a survey by hanging up. Researchers adapted by administering shorter
phone surveys [Groves (2011)]. Assigning a subset of questions to each respondent, otherwise
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known as matrix sampling, may increase response rate and reduce the bias of nonresponse
[Munger and Loyd (1988)]. Matrix sampling for the Consumer Expenditure Interview Survey
adaptively assigns respondents to sub-questionnaires to achieve minimum-variance estimates
across expenditure types [Gonzalez and Eltinge (2008)]. Early et al. (2017) propose to choose
questions sequentially in order to maximize the gain of information insofar as gain is traded
off with dropout probability.

1.1.2

The case for imputation

These matrix sampling procedures create missingness in the response matrix, which consists
of the responses to all potential questions. Estimating marginal quantities, such as perquestion population averages, is possible with the existing responses and optional weighting
adjustment. In order to use complete-data methods without discarding data, however, missing responses must be imputed. Multiple imputation is a common approach [Rubin (2004);
Thomas et al. (2006); Reiter and Raghunathan (2007)]. It has been argued that surveys
should quantify information content by means of a certain metric for imputation uncertainty
rather than nonresponse rate [Wagner (2010)].
We list a few survey applications where imputation is useful:
1. Political scientists, campaigns and the media are interested in voter opinion on a variety of issues. One such research question concerns itself with voters holding their
representatives accountable – whether agreement between constituent policy preferences and legislator votes affects constituent support for legislators [Ansolabehere and
Jones (2010)]. This type of analysis requires a complete set of individual responses
to issue questions. A complete set of predictions is also useful for decision-making.
For instance, a political campaign attempting to persuade voters may want to be able
to predict individual voter opinions from a minimum of questions. Armed with predictions on all issues, a canvasser could then customize her text to highlight areas of
alignment between the voter and candidate.
2. Survey experiments measure the effects of treatment on survey outcomes. Whenever
responses from a baseline survey are available, they can serve as pre-treatment covariates for the estimation of heterogeneous treatment effects [Broockman et al. (2017)].
Künzel et al. (2019) estimate treatment effects that are conditional upon baseline
attitudes by way of meta-learners that are built upon arbitrary supervised learning
methods, such as random forests, neural networks and lasso. Although some base
learners handle missingness natively, others require complete data. A sufficient sample
size is crucial for many base learners, which makes imputation more attractive than
dropping incomplete cases.
3. Panel data collected from repeated surveys is prone to attrition. Chen et al. (2017)
use top-up refreshment samples in order to account for non-ignorable attrition in the
yearly Canadian Financial Monitor, which has an attrition rate of 50%. When a
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complete panel dataset is required for subsequent analysis, dropping incomplete cases
may create survivorship bias, and imputation may be preferable [Commission et al.
(2018)]. Popular methods for causal inference from panel data, such as the synthetic
control method [Abadie et al. (2010); Ben-Michael et al. (2018)], take complete data as
input. In fact, missingness is intrinsic to causal inference from panel data: once units
undergo treatment, their control outcomes are missing. Athey et al. (2018) use matrix
completion to impute these counterfactual outcomes.
4. Designers of large administrative surveys face important tradeoffs regarding which
questions are worth asking and how to evolve surveys over time. Choosing from a
large set of potential survey questions is particularly challenging when survey data is
intended for general research usage, without advance knowledge of estimands of interest. An adaptive sampling approach combined with an imputation model provides
survey practitioners with a new design choice: a compromise between a short, incomplete survey and a long, expensive, and burdensome one. Though there may challenges
in adapting analyses to work with imputed data, the flexibility of a high-dimensional
and easy-to-modify survey instrument could be worth the cost in many cases.
We focus on the first use case: measuring voter opinion across a wide spectrum of political questions. What we are envisioning is a less burdensome survey that asks a strategic
subset of issue questions and imputes responses to the rest. The response matrix is likely to
contain low-dimensional latent structure; we would expect many questions to correlate with
partisanship, for instance. Udell and Townsend (2019) argue that this low-rank assumption
is plausible for a general class of latent variable models.
With a sparse response matrix that is approximately low-rank, a natural imputation
strategy is matrix completion. Widely used in recommendation systems in order to predict
user-item preferences across thousands of items, matrix completion enjoys theoretical guarantees and efficient algorithms. Multiple authors have suggested applying matrix completion
to survey imputation [Candès and Recht (2009); Davenport et al. (2014); Klopp et al. (2015);
Josse et al. (2016)], but published applications to real-world surveys are rare. One exception
is concurrent work by Sengupta et al. (2018) that examines the predictive ability of matrix
completion on survey responses collected by different elicitation strategies.

1.1.3

The design opportunity

With matrix factorization as the response model, we next consider how best to prioritize
survey items. The field of active learning is concerned with selecting informative training
points when label acquisition is expensive. A common but myopic baseline is uncertainty
sampling, which iteratively chooses the point with greatest predictive uncertainty. Other
strategies choose the point that produces most disagreement within an ensemble or the point
that would minimize expected predictive variance in the updated model [Settles (2009)].
Active learning for matrix factorization seeks the most informative entries in the response
matrix. In the usual setting of a movie recommendation system, one baseline strategy
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simply prompts for the most popular items, since users are more likely to recognize them
and remain attentive [Elahi et al. (2016)]. Uncertainty sampling can be used with various
models of unobserved matrix entries [Chakraborty et al. (2013); Sutherland et al. (2013)].
Influence-based strategies find the item that would produce the greatest change in predictions
[Rubens and Sugiyama (2007)] or user parameters [Karimi et al. (2011a)]. Silva and Carin
(2012) maximize mutual information between selected and unobserved instances. Under
distributional assumptions about ratings, such as stationarity, one could find the item order
that directly minimizes prediction error [Golbandi et al. (2010); Karimi et al. (2011b)].
Although theoretical results show active learning has lower sample complexity than passive sampling in certain settings [Settles (2009)], there are several challenges to the adoption
of active learning in practice. These include choosing a base learner and item selection strategy within the label budget, as well as poor discovery of rare classes [Attenberg and Provost
(2011)]. In addition, datasets collected via active learning may lose their advantage over
random sampling when transferring across models [Lowell et al. (2019)].

1.1.4

Optimal design in latent space

Active learning for matrix factorization can be recast as placing respondents on latent scales
with maximal precision. For our voter survey, we seek questions that are most informative
for locating a respondent along latent dimensions of opinion. The literature on item response
theory has long pursued this goal. Computerized adaptive testing (CAT) algorithms choose
questions online to precisely estimate an individual’s latent ability within a fixed question
budget. Montgomery and Cutler (2013) advocate for applying CAT methods to public
opinion surveys. Using an item selection strategy that minimizes expected posterior variance
of a one-dimensional ability parameter, they shorten a political knowledge battery by 40%
while retaining measurement accuracy.
In the general case of multiple latent dimensions, optimal item selection can take different forms. Optimal design approaches minimize the inverse Fisher information of the
multidimensional ability or opinion parameter. This matrix is the asymptotic variance of
the maximum likelihood estimate, as well as the posterior variance under a noninformative
prior. The D-optimal criterion, used by Segall (2009), minimizes the determinant of inverse
information, which equivalently minimizes the size of the posterior credibility region. The
A-optimal criterion, which minimizes the trace of inverse information, should act similarly to
D-optimality since the trace includes the determinant as a factor, argue Mulder and Van der
Linden (2009). Their simulations show A- and D-optimality outperform random selection,
while the E-optimal criterion of minimizing the maximum eigenvalue is worse than random.
Such optimal design criteria will guide us in shortening our survey of voter opinion. The
specific form of matrix factorization will determine the adaptivity of the survey. When
we model responses as Gaussian, we obtain an interpretable but deterministic question order. When we model responses with a more realistic ordered logit likelihood, we obtain an
adaptive question order, but we resort to approximate inference to handle nonconjugacy. We
demonstrate the gains of active question selection for imputing left-out questions in extensive
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survey simulations. Finally, we present experimental evidence that active question selection
improves efficiency.

1.2
1.2.1

Active matrix completion
Matrix completion methods

Given n users and k questions, let R denote the n × k response matrix. Matrix factorization
finds a low-rank decomposition of R: a set of user factors U = [u1 , . . . , un ]T and question
factors V T = [v1 , . . . , vk ] such that R ≈ U V T . Let r be the dimensionality of latent space,
typically small. Then ui , vj ∈ Rr for all i and j.
When R is partially observed, matrix completion adapts matrix factorization to approximately reconstruct observed entries while predicting missing entries. Let I be an indicator
matrix for whether the corresponding responses in R exist. Iij = 1 implies user i responded
to question j with value Rij . Matrix completion finds U and V that minimize the reconstruction error of uTi vj for Rij on the set {(i, j) : Iij = 1}.
The formulation of matrix completion that enforces a hard rank constraint is nonconvex
and generally intractable [Fithian and Mazumder (2013)]. It is common to work with a
convex relaxation that instead regularizes the nuclear norm, or sum of singular values [Srebro
et al. (2005)]. This optimization problem seeks a matrix Z, in place of U V T , that minimizes
reconstruction error. It encourages a low-rank solution by favoring sparsity in the singular
values according to regularization parameter λ.
n

k

1 XX
Iij (Rij − Zij )2 + λ kZk∗
min
Z 2
i=1 j=1

(1.1)

The nuclear norm regularized problem (1.1) enjoys theoretical guarantees: recovery of
the complete matrix occurs with high probability when O(n polylog(n)) entries are observed
at random, with or without noise [Recht (2011); Negahban and Wainwright (2012)]. Moreover, (1.1) has an efficient solution in the SoftImpute algorithm by Mazumder et al. (2010).
SoftImpute iteratively computes the SVD of Z, soft-thresholds the singular values, and
updates the entries where Iij = 0 with the prediction from the soft-thresholded SVD, until convergence. Hence the solution can be expressed as Z = U DV T for some matrices
U ∈ Rn×r , D ∈ Rr×r , V ∈ Rk×r .
An alternate formulation of matrix completion, introduced by Rennie and Srebro (2005),
penalizes the Frobenius norm of U and V :
n

k

1 XX
λU
λV
Iij (Rij − uTi vj )2 +
kU k2F +
kV k2F
min
U,V 2
2
2
i=1 j=1

(1.2)

Problem (1.2) is nonconvex in U and V ; it is solved via gradient descent or alternating
least squares [Hastie et al. (2015)]. This formulation is useful for large-scale problems with
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low rank, since it is less expensive to operate on U and V than Z. The solutions to (1.1) and
(1.2) coincide if λU = λV and the solution to (1.1) has rank at most r, due to an identity
relating the nuclear norm and sum of Frobenius norms [Fithian and Mazumder (2013)].
The user and question factors resulting from either optimization are point estimates, as
are the imputed survey responses. We seek a strategy for actively selecting the next survey
question based on the uncertainty reduction achieved. To quantify uncertainty over imputed
responses, we turn to probabilistic matrix factorization methods.

1.2.2

Probabilistic matrix factorization

Probabilistic matrix factorization (PMF) by Salakhutdinov and Mnih (2008) models user and
question factors as independently normally distributed. Responses add zero-mean, constantvariance Gaussian noise to the inner product of user and question factors. Following the
original notation,
iid

ui ∼ N (µU , Λ−1
U )
iid

vj ∼ N (µV , Λ−1
V )
ind

Rij | U, V ∼ N (uTi vj , α−1 )
With zero-mean, isotropic priors, MAP estimation for PMF corresponds to solving the
Frobenius norm regularized problem (1.2). Specifically, for µU = µV = 0, ΛU = αU I and
ΛV = αV I, the MAP estimate of U and V conditional on R is the solution to (1.2) with
regularization parameters λU = αU /α and λV = αV /α.
Bayesian probabilistic matrix factorization (BPMF) places additional normal-Wishart
priors on the hyperparameters µU , ΛU , µV , ΛV [Salakhutdinov and Mnih (2008)]. Posterior
inference is performed by Gibbs sampling. They derive the complete conditional for ui as
follows:
P (ui | R, V, µU , ΛU , α) ∝ P (ui , Ri· | V, µU , ΛU , α)
k
Y
Iij

P (Rij | uTi vj , α−1 ) P (ui | µU , Λ−1
=
U )
j=1

The complete conditional is conjugate normal with mean µ∗i and precision Λ∗i :
ui | R, V, µU , ΛU , α ∼ N (µ∗i , [Λ∗i ]−1 )
Λ∗i

= ΛU + α

k
X

Iij vj vjT

j=1

µ∗i = [Λ∗i ]−1 α

k
X
j=1

!
Iij Rij vj + ΛU µU
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This can be recognized as the posterior for Bayesian linear regression with a Gaussian prior
and Gaussian noise: ui are the coefficients, observed rows of V form the design matrix, and
α−1 is the noise variance. The expression for µ∗i also arises in MAP estimation for PMF with
zero-mean, isotropic priors; it is the coordinate ascent update for ui . For details, see Section
A.1.1. The complete conditional for vj involves analogous expressions.

1.2.3

Active learning formulation

Assume for simplicity we have a fixed question bank with known factors v1 , . . . , vk , learned
from abundant existing data. A new user i enters the survey pool. We want to select
questions optimally for learning ui .
The PMF model admits a convenient online formulation for updating our knowledge
about ui given responses
h from
i this user. Suppose, after t responses, ui is Gaussian with
(t)

(t)

−1

mean µi and variance Λi
(t+1)
ui

|R

. Next the user answers question j. The posterior for ui is

(t+1)


i−1 
h
(t+1)
(t+1)
, Λi
, V, µU , ΛU , α ∼ N µi
(t+1)

Λi

(t+1)

µi

(t)

= Λi + αvj vjT

i−1 
h
(t) (t)
(t+1)
αRij vj + Λi µi
= Λi

(1.3)
(1.4)

We consider how to choose question j optimally. Inspired by approaches in active learning
and item response theory, we maximize a measure of posterior information, or minimize a
measure of posterior variance. We focus on the trace – the sum of posterior variance along
latent directions. To select the (t + 1)th question, we solve
min tr
j

h

(t+1)
Λi

i−1

(1.5)

Our criterion is Bayes A-optimal, which corresponds to minimizing the quadratic loss of a
point estimate of user factors [Chaloner and Verdinelli (1995)]. Our criterion is also related
to minimizing predictive variance. For simplicity, let µ(j) and Σ(j) denote the posterior
mean and variance of ui after asking question j. Suppose we draw a new question ṽ from the
uniform distribution on the unit sphere, independently of ui . Our prediction of the response,
uTi ṽ, has variance at least r−1 tr Σ(j). This is shown in Section A.1.2. Thus, A-optimality
minimizes a lower bound on predictive variance along uniform latent directions.
For more intuition, we rewrite our optimization problem, letting λ` (·) denote the `th
eigenvalue of a matrix. (1.5) is equivalent to
min
j

r
X
`=1

h
r h
i−1 

i−1
X
(t+1)
(t+1)
λ` Λi
= min
λ` Λi
j

`=1
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This variance criterion penalizes small eigenvalues of the user precision, corresponding to
latent directions with least information. Information is acquired by sampling questions whose
factors lie in those directions. The optimal sampling strategy chooses questions based on
their informativeness and their contribution to less explored directions. For a spherical user
prior, provided questions are well distributed across latent directions, the strategy prefers
new questions roughly orthogonal to previous questions. See Section A.1.3 for a more formal
treatment.
Algorithm 1 summarizes our active strategy. Note some limitations of this initial version.
First, the algorithm is greedy, selecting only one question at a time. Optimal queries for a
multi-step search horizon can be found with a branch-and-bound algorithm; Garnett et al.
(2012) show unbounded gains over the greedy strategy in theory but marginal gains empirically. Second, the optimal sequence of questions can be computed offline, as the objective
in (1.5) does not depend on response values. There is one active question order across all
respondents. This unrealistic property is a consequence of Gaussian modeling of responses;
we will dispense with it in Section 1.5.
Algorithm 1: Active question selection for single user
given: question factors v1 , . . . , vk
prior parameters µU , ΛU
noise variance α−1
desired survey length T
Set unasked questions: U ← {1, . . . , k}
Set user prior: µ0 ← µU , Λ0 ← ΛU
for t ← 1 to T do
Choose next question, j ← arg min`∈U tr

h

Λt−1 +

−1
αv` v`T

i

Collect response Rij
Update user posterior:
Λt ← Λt−1 + αvj vjT
µt ← Λ−1
t (αRij vj + Λt−1 µt−1 )
Mark question asked: U ← U \ {j}

1.3
1.3.1

Data and evaluation methods
Datasets

We simulate active question selection on multiple datasets, summarized in Table 1.1. The
Facebook survey is a survey of Facebook users, administered on the app or web interface,
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Dataset
Facebook on-platform survey
CCES 2012
CCES 2016
CCES 2016 (full)
CCES 2018

Number of respondents
11793
54535
64600
64600
60000

9

Number of questions
53
29
38
61
42

Table 1.1: Dataset characteristics. CCES 2016 (full) refers to CCES 2016 with extra covariates.

Figure 1.1: Missingness in the CCES by question and by user. There is less nonresponse in
later years.
with a variety of questions about their experiences with the product and the company. The
Facebook on-platform survey was administered in random order.
The Cooperative Congressional Election Survey (CCES) is a national Internet survey
of U.S. adults that measures opinions about prevailing political issues and elected officials,
before and after an election [Ansolabehere and Schaffner (2010)]. Respondents are selected
by matching an opt-in respondent pool to a stratified random sample from the American
Community Survey. Our main results use the pre-election survey from 2016, though we also
obtain results for the 2012 and 2018 surveys. We limit consideration to Common Content
questions that ask respondents to evaluate national issues or entities on a binary or ordinal
scale. For robustness checks, we expand the question set to include respondent demographics,
party identification and other characteristics; we refer to this as the “full” CCES dataset. We
exclude questions about actions in the past year and opinions of state or local representatives.
We also exclude questions that are missing a majority of responses.
For each survey question, allowable responses are rescaled to [−1, 1]. Some responses
will be missing, either because they were not present in the original dataset, or because we
dropped response values that violated the ordinal assumption. CCES has low overall missingness rates: 3.7% in 2012, 1.5% in 2016 and 1.2% in 2018. The missingness distributions
by question and by user are shown in Figure 1.1.
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Simulating the active strategy

To simulate active question selection, we begin by randomly splitting the respondent set
into a training half and a simulation half. We perform matrix factorization on the training
responses to estimate question factors. We then hold out some responses in the simulation
half and simulate a hypothetical survey on the remaining responses. In the hypothetical
survey, we actively select the next question per respondent, reveal available responses to
that question, and update each user posterior. We predict held-out responses using the
estimated question factors and the posterior means of user factors. We repeat this process
until all questions have been asked. Since the active strategy is greedy, we can truncate the
process at any point to obtain the actively chosen questions for a given survey length.
We compare the active strategy to two baselines: existing question order (available for
CCES) and random question order (generated for each respondent). We focus on mean
absolute error (MAE) and bias of predictions. We also compute mean squared error and the
proportion of predictions with the wrong sign.
We determine the holdout set in two ways. The first method reserves a random 20%
of each user’s responses, effectively punching holes in the response matrix. We call this
the “sparse” holdout set. It allows us to evaluate error averaged over questions and make
summary comparisons of question selection strategies. The sparse holdout set has drawbacks:
the artifice that the simulation procedure treats these responses as missing; and higher
variability in per-question evaluation error due to using one-fifth of responses. Thus, to
evaluate prediction error for individual questions, we use a second holdout method: leaveone-question-out (LOOCV) cross-validation. For each question, we simulate the survey on
the response matrix with that column removed. LOOCV uses all available responses for
a question to evaluate its imputation error, but repeats the survey once per question. As
LOOCV is more computationally demanding, we rely on the sparse holdout set to evaluate
variations on the simulation procedure quickly.

1.3.3

Simulation settings

To estimate question factors from the training half, we use the SoftImpute algorithm, which
solves the nuclear norm regularized problem (1.1). Empirically, we have found that SoftImpute is efficient and produces stable estimates of V across simulations. We rely on the
SoftImpute implementation in the fancyimpute package [Rubinsteyn and Feldman (2016)].
The regularization parameter λ is selected by grid search with warm starts as recommended
by Mazumder et al. (2010), based on mean absolute error on a 20% validation set within the
training half.
One variation is to estimate V by solving the Frobenius norm regularized problem (1.2),
as it is equivalent to MAP estimation for PMF with simple priors. However, this nonconvex
optimization yields highly variable question factors and orderings.
Our main results use a rank-4 matrix decomposition; SoftImpute solves (1.1) subject
to this hard rank constraint. For any rank r, we search for λ as above. Setting r = 4
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results in lower prediction error than r = 2, while keeping the dimensionality of latent space
manageable. A higher-rank decomposition (r = 8) does not reduce prediction error further.
Greater r requires greater λ to avoid overfitting; this may overly shrink the highest-variance
components.
In the active strategy, we set the prior mean µU and prior precision ΛU using empirical
Bayes. Specifically, we set µU and Λ−1
U to the sample mean and covariance of the rows of
U D, the implied user factors from SoftImpute. It remains to set the noise variance α−1 . By
Popoviciu’s inequality and the prior rescaling of responses to [−1, 1], we know α−1 ≤ 1. Our
main results use the upper bound (α−1 = 1), though we tried smaller values1 .
We also allowed the active strategy to minimize measures of posterior variance other
than the trace, like the determinant and maximum eigenvalue. These optimal design criteria
result in similar overall predictive performance and active orderings.
Replication code is available here. Our main results follow. Results for alternate simulation settings appear in Appendix A.5.

1.4
1.4.1

Results
The most informative issue questions

The active strategy ranks questions by precision gained in the latent representation of a
user. For more intuition, see Appendix A.2, which visualizes users and questions in twodimensional latent space. Below we showcase the questions from the 2016 CCES that the
active strategy deems most informative. The appendix includes results for the 2018 CCES
(Appendix A.6), the 2012 CCES (Appendix A.7), and the Facebook survey (Appendix A.8).
Active item selection produces a stable question order (Figure 1.2). The foremost question
is whether to repeal the Affordable Care Act (ACA). Questions about immigration, abortion
and environmental policies are prioritized: a 10-question active survey includes multiple
questions on each topic.
We check the robustness of the active ordering to our question inclusion criteria for the
CCES. We progressively add questions about respondent political affiliation, demographics, education and other characteristics. Questions with categorical responses, like race, are
converted into indicators. Note this one-hot encoding artificially creates a separate survey question per response value; multinomial logit modeling would be more appropriate in
practice. Appendix A.3 contains active orderings with these additional questions.
The active ordering with augmented questions does not diverge much from the active
ordering in Figure 1.2. Though questions about gender, party identification, parenthood
and home ownership slot into the first 20 positions, questions about the environment, abortion, and the ACA remain prominent. Gender and Obama approval displace immigration
1

Preliminary probabilistic modeling of the 2016 and 2018 CCES with a rank-4 decomposition suggests
that α−1 is likely between 0.7 and 0.75.
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Figure 1.2: Active ordering for 2016 CCES using a rank-4 matrix decomposition with no questions held out. The box plot shows the rank of each question across 10 training/simulation
splits. Position in the active ordering, according to median rank, is in parentheses. The
top 10 questions appear in bold. Across simulations, the active survey leads with a question
about Obamacare repeal and then cycles through questions about abortion, the environment,
and immigration.
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questions from the top 10. The active strategy postpones questions about race and education, possibly because these one-hot-encoded covariates are not well captured by a low-rank
matrix decomposition.

1.4.2

The latent space of issues

We interpret the latent concepts for which the active strategy gathers information. Figure A.4.5 displays question factors as loadings on these latent concepts. The first direction
broadly indicates partisanship: Democratic and Republican policies tend to have loadings
with opposite sign. It makes sense that this principal component contains most prior variance. Partisanship is highly correlated with opinions about the environment, abortion and
immigration, which explains their prominence in the active ordering.
The second component seems to represent level of bipartisan support. For instance,
increasing prison sentences for repeat felons, requiring police to wear body cameras, and
enacting background checks for all gun purchases are broadly popular policies supported by
84%, 87% and 90% of respondents, respectively. These load highly in the negative direction.
Opposite these is a “none-of-the-above” question about immigration policies, which only
5% of respondents supported. Similar analyses for 2018 (Figure A.6.8) and 2012 (Figure
A.7.8) also find that the two highest-variance latent directions capture partisanship and
bipartisanship.
In 2016, the third principal component correlates support for greener environmental
policies, support for abortion restrictions and opposition to same-sex marriage. This suggests
a group of socially conservative respondents who are concerned about the environment. The
fourth component correlates support for greener environmental policies and opposition to
abortion restrictions with support for tougher crime and immigration policies. The active
strategy doubles down on environmental, abortion and immigration questions in order to
ascertain membership in these groups. Going beyond two latent dimensions helps to identify
parts of the electorate that do not behave according to conventional partisan wisdom.

1.4.3

Efficiency gains under active selection

We now examine the imputation ability of matrix factorization with responses revealed
by active selection. On the sparse holdout set, predictions with actively chosen questions
outperform predictions with randomly or sequentially chosen questions (Figure 1.3a). The
active strategy attains lower imputation error, averaged over questions, for simulated surveys
of short or medium length. Only when two-thirds of the questions have been asked do the
strategies converge in overall performance; this error level is the minimum achievable by
low-rank matrix factorization on this dataset. This result is consistent across error measures
(Figure A.4.1) and optimal design criteria (Figure A.5.3).
Another measure of efficiency gain is sample complexity – the number of responses required by each strategy to reach a given error level. The active strategy almost always
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(a) Prediction error on the sparse holdout set, measured across 10 iterations of simulating the 2016 CCES.
We show MAE averaged over all questions.
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(b) Sample complexity of active ordering relative to random ordering for the
2016 CCES.

Figure 1.3: Summary measures of imputation error for simulated surveys using each question
selection strategy. The training/simulation split is fixed; the source of randomness across
iterations is the sparse holdout set. The solid line in Figure 1.3b plots the number of questions
required by each strategy to attain the same level of error in Figure 1.3a. We fit, for strategy
s ∈ {random, active}, a loess smoother fs () to predict the number of questions required for
error level . We plot (factive (), frandom ()) for the range of  attained by both strategies.
For instance, the imputation error after 5 actively chosen questions is comparable to that
after 10 randomly chosen questions. Since the curve lies above the dashed 45◦ line, active
sampling outperforms random.
requires fewer responses (Figure 1.3b). Suppose we ask 20 random questions of each respondent; the active strategy reaches the same imputation quality with nearly half as many
questions.
The active strategy minimizes the optimal design criterion, as Figure A.4.4 verifies. It is
advisable to balance exploration and exploitation when optimizing under uncertainty. We
introduce exploration with a simple -greedy modification to the active strategy: choose
a random question with probability  = 0.05; otherwise choose the A-optimal question. greedy question selection does not outperform active question selection in terms of prediction
error (Figure A.4.6). Since our simulations treat question factors as fixed, exploration cannot
reduce their estimation error. Henceforth, we focus on the active ( = 0) strategy, with the
caveat that some form of exploration is preferable when question factors contain nontrivial
uncertainty.
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Uneven error reduction across questions

Evaluation on the sparse holdout set masks considerable heterogeneity in which questions
benefit from active selection. Figure 1.4 plots the reduction in LOOCV error per question
for various survey lengths. More questions experience at least a 20% reduction in imputation
error after five actively chosen questions, compared to five randomly or sequentially chosen
questions. The advantage of the active strategy is apparent after a single question. As survey
length increases, all strategies achieve greater error reduction, and this advantage narrows.
The error reduction of a single actively chosen question is more notable for the 2018
CCES: at least 12% on half of that year’s question set (Figure A.6.3). Political preferences,
at least those captured by the CCES, have become more predictable if we know what to ask.
Figure 1.5 locates the questions for which the imputation abilities of active and random
selection diverge. Active selection delivers greater error reduction for questions concerning
abortion, immigration and the environment – the very topics front-loaded by the active
strategy. Active selection also benefits predictions of Obama approval and support for gun
restrictions. The predictive advantage of active learning comes not from covering these
topics exhaustively but from sampling informative items within correlated sets. Meanwhile,
for questions about crime and the economy, the predictive advantage of active learning is
minimal.

1.4.5

Where imputation fails

The bounds in Figure 1.5 indicate what extent of error reduction is possible from knowing
no responses (“pre-survey”) to knowing all available responses (“oracle”). The oracle bound
quantifies the irreducible error of imputing each question with low-rank matrix factorization.
Some questions are inherently harder to impute – their oracle MAE is close to 1. Other
questions have low oracle error and low pre-survey error. In both cases, whether question
selection is active or random makes little difference. For intuition, on a binary question with
possible responses {−1, 1}, MAE of 1 is achievable by (i) randomly guessing −1 or 1 with
equal probability or (ii) always predicting 0.
One component of irreducible error is bias. The pre-survey and oracle bias per question
are shown in Figure A.4.3. There is little difference between the two; bias is mostly determined once question factors have been estimated. Low-rank matrix factorization produces
small bias relative to MAE: less than 0.1 in either direction for all questions, and less than
0.05 for all but two questions. There is no clear relationship between questions with high
irreducible error and those with relatively high bias.
The relative irreducible errors are affected by our decision to scale all responses to [−1, 1].
Questions with evenly distributed binary responses will tend to have higher irreducible error
than those with lopsided binary responses or ordinal responses. The alternative of zerocentered, unit-variance scaling would complicate interpretation, as the response values would
depend on the response distribution. Our choice of scaling balances competing goals of
interpretability and standardization.
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Figure 1.4: Reduction in imputation error from pre-survey levels for the 2016 CCES. We
show percent reduction in mean absolute error as a distribution over questions, smoothed by
kernel density estimation. Error per question is evaluated by leave-one-out cross-validation.
In short surveys, a number of questions experience the greatest error reduction under the
active strategy.
With this caveat in mind, it may be ineffective to impute questions with high irreducible
error. The active strategy has little room to help. The survey researcher is advised to include
such questions in the eventual survey, regardless of their position in the active question order,
if accurate measurement of these constructs is a priority.
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Figure 1.5: Mean absolute prediction error per question after a short survey using active
or random question selection. We simulate the survey with one question held out, reveal
responses to five actively or randomly chosen questions, and predict responses to the held-out
question. We repeat this for each question to produce leave-one-out cross-validation error.
2σ confidence intervals are not visible due to the number of respondents in the simulation
half. The gray “+” bounds represent prediction error under the pre-survey condition of no
knowledge (right) and the oracle condition of knowing all other responses (left). On questions
where pre-survey and oracle error are well separated, active selection usually gives better
imputations. On questions where little error reduction is possible, active selection does not
help.
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Modeling ordinal responses

In this section we adjust the model to better capture binary and ordinal response values. We
replace the Gaussian likelihood for responses with the ordered logit likelihood. The ordered
logit model, also known as the proportional odds model, is prevalent in social science research
[Fullerton and Xu (2012)]. As we will see, this change breaks the determinism of the active
order; question selection will now depend on the respondent’s previous answers.
Quantized outputs in the response matrix have been modeled with a variety of link functions, including logistic, probit and multinomial logit [Davenport et al. (2014); Cao and
Xie (2015); Klopp et al. (2015)]. These works formulate matrix completion as maximum
likelihood with nuclear norm regularization. We continue with a probabilistic matrix factorization approach. The ordered logit model is nonconjugate, so for posterior inference
we resort to variational Bayes, also used for matrix completion in Lim and Teh (2007) and
Seeger and Bouchard (2012). We forfeit the closed-form posterior update exploited by the
active strategy for PMF, but the Laplace approximation offers a way forward.

1.5.1

Probabilistic matrix factorization model

Our ordered logit response model retains the normal priors for user and question factors.
Responses are integer-valued starting at 1. We allow heterogeneity across questions: the
number of response values can differ across questions, as can response frequencies. The
model becomes:
iid

ui ∼ N (µU , Λ−1
U )
iid

vj ∼ N (µV , Λ−1
V )
ind

Rij | U, V ∼ OrderedLogit(uTi vj , βj )
Rij takes values in {1, 2, . . . , Mj }, where Mj is the question-specific maximum response
value. Let πj,m denote the probability that Rij = m. The probabilities {πj,1 , πj,2 , . . . , πj,Mj }
are defined by the logistic link and a series of question-specific cutpoints βj = (βj,1 , . . . , βj,Mj −1 ).
For simplicity of presentation, we drop the indexing for question j. Thus Rij takes values in {1, 2, . . . , M } with probabilities {π1 , π2 , . . . , πM }, parameterized by cutpoints β =
(β1 , . . . , βM −1 ) as follows:
!
m
X
logit
πk = uTi vj + βm
(m = 1, . . . , M − 1)
k=1

πM = 1 −

M
−1
X
k=1

πk
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Inference

We perform posterior inference on U and V once when estimating user and question factors
from the training half, and again every time we expand the survey by one question for the
simulation half. Using the updated posteriors, we compute prediction error on held-out
survey responses at each iteration. The steps are detailed in Algorithm 2.
We obtain approximate posteriors for U and V given R in the above model using meanfield variational inference. We implement this in edward [Tran et al. (2016)]. Our variational
distributions are fully factorized Gaussian:
q(U ) =

n
Y

q(ui ) =

i=1

q(V ) =

n Y
r
Y

N (µij , σij )

i=1 j=1

k
Y

q(vj ) =

j=1

k Y
r
Y

N (νji , τji )

j=1 i=1

Variational inference finds parameters {µij , σij , νji , τji }i,j that maximize the evidence
lower bound, or equivalently minimize the KL divergence between the variational distribution and the true posterior. We employ priors µU = µV ≡ 0 and ΛV = ΛV ≡ Ir . To obtain
cutpoints β, we follow the inverse approach in the rstanarm package [Gabry and Goodrich
(2016)]. For each question, we draw from the simplex probabilities π = (π1 , . . . , πM ) corresponding to the ordinal response values. Specifically, we draw π ∼ Dirichlet(c1 , . . . , cM ),
where the concentration parameters are prior counts of the response values. That is, we set
cm equal to the number of times a respondent answers m to this question in the training
half. We then apply the logit transform to all but the last entry of cumsum(π), obtaining
!
m
X
βm = logit
πk
(m = 1, . . . , M − 1)
k=1

To predict Rij , we set ui and vj equal to their variational means µi and νj , and compute
the mean of the resulting ordered logit random variable.

1.5.3

Active learning formulation

The ordered logit response model also entails changes to our item selection strategy. Again,
we treat V as fixed; we approximate V with the variational means {νj }kj=1 . For now we
restrict attention to a single user in the model:
iid

ui ∼ N (µU , Λ−1
U )
ind

Rij | U, V ∼ OrderedLogit(uTi vj , β)
We seek the question j that maximizes information about ui . Since we lack a closed-form
update for the posterior of ui , we do not minimize an exact measure of posterior variance.
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Instead, we work with the variance of the Laplace approximation, or the portion of this
variance that we can control through item selection – the Fisher information. This approach
follows the optimal design literature, notably Segall (2009), who applies it to the logistic
likelihood for binary responses. Our approach is an ordered logit generalization of Segall
(2009).
Fisher information is computed around a value of ui . We estimate ui with the mean of
the user variational distribution, µi , from the latest round of probabilistic matrix factorization. Repurposing this provisional estimate of ui is more computationally efficient than the
alternative of computing a MAP estimate of ui in the single-user model.
We denote the Fisher information gained from a response to question j as I j (ui ), and the
observed Fisher information from observing response m to question j as J j (ui ; m). Then
J j (ui ; m) = −

∂2
log Pr(Rij = m | ui , vj , β)
∂ui ∂uTi

and, letting πijm denote Pr(Rij = m | ui , vj , β),
M
 X
I (ui ) = E J (ui ; Rij ) =
πijm J j (ui ; m)
j



j

m=1

In the ordered logit model, J j (ui ; m) and I j (ui ) have closed-form expressions. The
Hessians are computed with autodifferentiation in edward.
Let O contain the indices of past questions and U the indices of unasked questions. We
compute the sum of observed information over O, and consider adding a Fisher information
term for question j ∈ U. We determine which question would contribute the most information to ui in expectation. More formally, we find the question that minimizes the variance
of the Laplace approximation A-optimally:
"
#−1
X
min tr ΛU +
J ` (ui ; Ri` ) + I j (ui )
(1.6)
j∈U

`∈O

When expanding the survey by one question, the per-user item selection problems can
be solved in parallel. This subprocedure is placed in context in Algorithm 2.

1.5.4

Results

We make two modifications to our evaluation procedure. First, predictions by the ordered
logit model are on the same scale as the original ordinal responses; questions with more
allowable responses will tend to have higher error. Thus, we rescale prediction error per
question to be comparable to that of PMF, which predicts responses rescaled to [−1, 1].
Second, inference and item selection are more computationally intensive with the ordered
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Algorithm 2: Active strategy simulation for ordered logit model
given: training responses Rtrain
cutpoints β
desired survey length T
{µij , σij , νji , τji }i,j ← ordered logit matrix factorization(Rtrain , β)
Set (v1 , . . . , vk ) to variational means (ν1 , . . . , νk )
Set Λ−1
U to empirical covariance of {µ1 , . . . , µn }
Initialize record of questions per user: Oi ← ∅, Ui ← {1, . . . , k} ∀i
Initialize revealed responses Rasked to empty n × k matrix
for t ← 1 to T do
Ask one question of all users:
for i ← 1 to n do

−1
P
Choose next question, j ← arg minj∈U tr ΛU + `∈O J ` (ui ; Ri` ) + I j (ui )
asked
Collect response: Rij
← Rij
Mark question asked: Oi ← Oi ∪ {j}, Ui ← Ui \ {j}
{µij , σij , νji , τji }i,j ← ordered logit matrix factorization(Rasked ∪ Rtrain , β)
Set (u1 , . . . , un ) to variational means (µ1 , . . . , µn )
pred
to mean of OrderedLogit(µTi νj , β) random variable ∀i, j
Set Rij
Compute prediction error of Rpred for R

logit model. To avoid the additional computational burden of leave-one-question-out crossvalidation, we resort to 5-fold cross-validation on questions. The ordered logit model is
implemented in the replication code. Results appear in Appendix A.10.
We find that imputation error under active question selection is reduced faster with
ordered logit response modeling than with PMF. This is especially apparent after two questions. The difference after one question comes from the matrix factorization step rather than
item selection, since the first actively chosen question is the same under both models. We
have modeled responses more appropriately as ordinal and introduced additional parameters
in the form of question-specific cutpoints. Item selection with the ordered logit likelihood
may contribute to imputation gains starting with the second question; this warrants further
investigation.
With five actively selected questions, the ordered logit predictions are nearly at oracle
level. Not much room for improvement remains; it may be worth terminating the survey
here. The pre-survey and oracle error bounds are close to those of PMF. Note that oracle
error may exceed mid-survey error in some cases, due to the possibility of increased bias
with more responses. Indeed, greater bias is a shortcoming of the ordered logit procedure:
unlike with PMF, the oracle bias can be considerably higher than the pre-survey bias. This
is unsurprising given our reliance on approximate inference.
With the ordered logit model, there is more variability in the active question order within
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one simulation than across PMF simulations. This can be seen by plotting individual paths
through survey questions (Figure A.10.7). The variability in question rank arises not from a
few common question orderings, but rather from diverse, personalized paths dependent on
responses to previous questions.
Across these individual paths, immigration, abortion and environmental policies are prioritized, and ACA repeal remains the top question across sampled users. These similarities
to the PMF active ordering reinforce our earlier findings on question importance. Some
questions that appear late in the PMF ordering have highly variable position in the adaptive
ordering. Examples include perception of the U.S. economy over the past year and whether
abortion should always be illegal. Approval of Obama is asked anywhere from second to
20th. This was the least stable question in our PMF robustness checks – it leaps into second
place with the addition of covariate questions – so its variable position under the ordered
logit model is natural.

1.6

Experimental comparison

Thus far the imputation gains of active question selection have only been shown in simulations that reorder existing survey responses. To verify these gains experimentally, we
conducted a second version of the Facebook survey using the deterministic active ordering
from rank-4 PMF. Active order was compared to random order and an order generated by
a survey methodologist, henceforth called expert order. The expert order was deterministic
aside from certain random-order subsets of questions. To reduce burden, we trimmed the
survey from 53 to 33 questions by removing some question groupings. Respondents were
recruited from four countries and randomly assigned to conditions. The active, random and
expert conditions had 4224, 4211 and 4177 respondents, respectively.
Our primary concern is the imputation performance of short surveys designed by each
strategy. As before, our evaluation truncates the survey to a given length and computes the
error of PMF predictions on remaining responses under each strategy. In addition, we reuse
the notion of pre-survey imputation error, the error of predictions using the user prior. Presurvey error on a given question can be slightly different across conditions (Figure A.9.2),
due to biases discussed in Section 1.7. We control for these small biases by computing, for
each condition, the reduction from its own pre-survey error.
The following analysis differs from the simulation-based comparisons in two ways. First,
while the simulations held out each question in turn to compute LOOCV error, here we
respect the order in which experimental responses are gathered. Suppose we are interested
in imputation error after a five-question survey. For any question and condition, the computation of imputation error is restricted to respondents who answered this question after the
first five. Hence, imputation error after a five-question active survey can only be computed
for questions after the fifth in the (deterministic) active ordering. Second, our response
predictions use question factors estimated from the first Facebook survey. As the surveys
occurred a year apart, the latent structure may have changed. Imputation for the survey
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Figure 1.6: Reduction in imputation error from pre-survey levels for the Facebook survey
experiment. We show percent reduction in mean absolute error as a distribution over questions, smoothed by kernel density estimation. We omit questions with undefined imputation
error after the truncated survey, namely the first question in the active order (left) and the
first five questions in the active order (right). The empirical distribution of error reduction
under the active strategy contains more right tail mass despite omitting the first five actively
selected questions, two of which had high error reduction after a one-question survey.
experiment may improve with updated question factors, and the active order may no longer
be optimal.
Still, it is apparent after one question that the active order produces greater error reduction than random and expert order on a subset of questions (Figure 1.6). Error reduction
grows as more questions are asked; at five questions the random and expert order begin to
catch up. For all strategies, the distribution of error reduction appears bimodal, suggesting
that one set of questions is easier to impute than the rest. Error reduction in the experimental data is consistent with reduction in LOOCV error on simulated data (Figure A.9.3).
The questions we expect to benefit actually benefit, and they benefit more from active order
in short surveys.

1.7
1.7.1

Limitations of evaluation
Order effects

Simulation-based estimates of error reduction may not generalize well to practice due to
changes in respondent behavior under new survey designs. For instance, our simulations
assume that responses do not depend on the order in which questions appear. In actuality,
observed CCES responses are specific to the historical CCES question order; an individual’s
potential response to a question may be different under algorithmic question order. Our
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evaluation procedure assumes that the active-order and random-order interventions have
zero effect on responses. In other words, there are no order effects.
In this section, we estimate the magnitude of order effects in the initial randomly-ordered
Facebook survey to gauge how much bias the active strategy could introduce. Position effects
capture the effect of a question appearing at a given position in the instrument, such as early
or late. Interaction effects capture whether the previous survey question that a user answered
affects the response to the following question.
To estimate position effects, we fit one linear regression per survey question with the
relative position of the question in the order as a predictor. In this model, we use data
from only completed surveys (about 30% of the surveys) in order to preclude attrition bias.
We use this model to estimate the difference in the standardized response for each question
appearing at the end of the survey compared to the beginning. As a null distribution, we
randomly re-order the survey and fit the same model 200 times. The results are presented
in Figure 1.7(a). A number of survey questions exhibit position effects, in which responses
vary significantly depending on whether they were asked early or late in the survey. The
worst-case bias appears to be about 0.3 standard deviations on the response scale.
We also estimate first-order interaction effects, making the Markov assumption that conditioning on the identity of the previous question is sufficient. We fit an L1-penalized regression with a parameter for all pairs of survey questions and previous questions, using
10-fold cross-validation to select the optimal penalty parameter. The results of this model
are illustrated in Figure 1.7(b). About 10% of the possible question pairs exhibit a non-zero
interaction effect. Some questions tend to be influential on the following question (columns
with multiple points) while others tend to be more likely to be affected by the prior question
(rows with multiple points). Similarly to position effects, the effects we observe are usually
less than 0.2 standard deviations on the response scale. In regards to the choice of whether
to include the pairs beginning at odd- or even-numbered question positions, these effects are
not robust. In sum, we have not detected large, persistent interaction effects.
The subsequent experiment confirms that the order effects for the Facebook survey are
small. We find that both active and expert orderings induce order effects relative to random order (Figure A.9.1). Where it exists, the bias in mean response is usually less than
0.2 standard deviations on the response scale, consistent with our estimates from the first
Facebook survey.
The evaluation of the Facebook survey experiment has the advantage of using real, not
potential, responses under each assigned ordering condition; we do not need to assume the
absence of order effects. However, if order effects exist, our evaluation is agnostic to which
ordering is “correct” – i.e., to the context in which the responses should be interpreted.
An alternative approach is to designate a standard ordering (e.g. expert), and attempt
to adjust observed responses under the other orderings to potential responses under the
standard ordering. Error reduction would be interpretable with respect to a single ordering,
but with inflated uncertainty.
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Figure 1.7: Estimated order effects in the Facebook survey. While we do detect position and
interaction effects, these are not large.

1.7.2

Attrition

Although the experiment alleviates concerns over introducing bias by way of an altered survey
design, it provokes a different issue: the potential for higher nonresponse under the active
ordering. Compared to random and expert, the active order increases attrition on the initial
question and maintains a lower proportion of respondents over the course of the survey
(Figure A.9.4). A possible explanation is that the active order places more controversial
questions upfront. One proxy for controversiality is how often a question is skipped; of the
first four questions in the active order, three are frequently skipped by respondents in both
active and expert conditions. The expert order experiences the least attrition over the first
half of the survey, compensating in part for its slower reduction of imputation error.
If dropoff is indeed greater for the active ordering, our simulations may overstate the
benefit of active learning. Future work could account for attrition by giving the active
strategy a smaller question budget than other strategies. Otherwise, simulations could model
probabilistic dropoff after each question with probabilities estimated from a pilot sample. A
more pragmatic active learning objective would represent the tradeoff between information
gain and dropoff. In addition, a wide pilot survey could be undertaken to discover informative
questions with low rates of nonresponse.
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Measurement error

On the other hand, the reduced burden of actively designed surveys may result in lower
measurement error. Our simulations do not account for the possibility that a shorter survey
may reduce satisficing and improve response quality. Roberts et al. (2019) review studies
on satisficing across survey modes and domains, finding mixed evidence of a relationship
between predictors of satisficing (task difficulty, respondent ability, respondent motivation)
and degraded response quality. Even if satisficing is not a problem for the CCES, the world
of surveys is broad, and respondent motivation could vary widely.
When satisficing occurs, it is not inconceivable that an imputed response represents the
respondent’s view more accurately than the collected response. In this study, evaluations
compute error treating observed responses as ground truth. But observed responses are
subject to measurement error. If we regard observed responses as noisy realizations of
true opinion, as PMF does, we can attribute some of the irreducible error of imputation
to measurement error. Our evaluation procedure may thus understate the potential of our
method for quality imputations as well as quality responses.

1.8

Discussion and future work

If we commit to shortening a survey, we will impute uncollected responses with error. We
identify questions that diminish imputation error via active learning that maximizes user
precision in the latent space of concepts. As we explore the CCES questions preferred by the
active strategy, we develop insights about the most informative set of questions for predicting
political opinion. The active ordering offers a new notion of feature importance for domains
with wide item sets and low-dimensional latent structure.
We have presented two variants of the active strategy. The first produces a deterministic
question order, which follows from Gaussian response modeling in PMF. This is convenient
for survey applications that require a predictable design upfront. It is also computationally
simple. However, the property that future questions do not depend on past responses is
unrealistic, as evidenced by the improved imputation ability of the ordered logit response
model. With the ordered logit likelihood, the active ordering adapts to collected responses
at the price of increased computation.
Incorporating side information about respondents should lead to further efficiency gains.
Theoretical results have established that sufficiently informative side information improves
the sample complexity of matrix completion [Xu et al. (2013); Chiang et al. (2015)]. In
Appendix A.11 we explore two simple ways to leverage respondent covariates: by computing
subgroup-specific user priors, and by treating them as always-revealed responses in matrix
factorization. The latter method reduces imputation error early in the survey at the cost of
introducing bias. Many avenues exist for more sophisticated modeling of side information.
One could map covariates to a personalized user prior with multilevel regression or a Gaussian
process [Adams et al. (2010); Zhou et al. (2012)]. Another approach is to add terms for
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user and question covariates to the response specification [Athey et al. (2018); Porteous
et al. (2010)]. Our simulations with free covariates imply an exchange rate between side
information and survey responses. Trading off the information gain and acquisition cost of
both in a user-specific way is a design opportunity.
Our methods thus far have assumed away uncertainty in estimated question factors. Future work should incorporate this uncertainty into the active learning objective, for instance
with bandit algorithms that use an upper confidence bound for the optimality criterion or
sample from its distribution. The active strategy could also account for temporal uncertainty
if one believes that latent concepts are time-varying; explicitly modeling these dynamics could
produce an active ordering that evolves automatically.
Matrix completion as an imputation procedure can suffer from both nonresponse and
model misspecification bias. The standard matrix completion loss assumes that entries are
missing completely at random. The tenuous plausibility of this assumption is exacerbated by
the active strategy, which tailors questions to a user’s inferred latent position. In an effort to
de-bias the loss, Srebro and Salakhutdinov (2010) regularize a weighted nuclear norm, while
others apply inverse propensity weights to reconstruction terms [Schnabel et al. (2016);
Athey et al. (2018)]. Alternatively, one could model the missing-data mechanism explicitly
[Marlin and Zemel (2009)]. Even with these corrections, a low-rank linear decomposition
cannot capture all of the response variance; the remainder is reflected in oracle error. It
could be worth exploring nonlinear matrix factorization in the form of Gaussian process
latent variable models [Lawrence and Urtasun (2009)].
Aside from model improvements, future work should devote special attention to the logistics of survey administration. The difficulty of implementing an active ordering depends
on the degree of adaptivity. The deterministic order from PMF is relatively straightforward
to apply across survey modes; the adaptive order powered by the ordered logit model would
require more infrastructure. Web and computer-assisted telephone surveys could lean on
backend software to suggest the next question. In-person field surveys would need a mechanism for inputting responses and quickly receiving the next question, such as a mobile app
that calls a low-latency API for the active ordering. It would be productive to integrate
with existing survey platforms to make the active strategy available. Additionally, suggesting questions in batch may be more practical than sequentially; this calls for optimal design
with a multi-step horizon. It is also an opportunity to design logical question groupings
informed by domain knowledge of practitioners.
Ultimately, the degree to which active question selection influences survey design rests
with the survey researcher. Our method can guide the researcher in creating shorter instruments by suggesting informative questions in a principled manner. At the other end of the
spectrum, it can automate adaptive survey design.
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Chapter 2
Small-area survey estimates via
multilevel factor models
2.1

Introduction

In an ideal world, opinion polls would capture public sentiment on the universe of relevant
topics; in reality, surveys are constrained in the number of questions they can ask. Questions
deemed less essential, which may nonetheless be of research or policy significance, may be
asked in small samples or not at all. How can one estimate opinion on these less-surveyed
items with adequate precision, especially in subgroups with few or no responses?
Producing estimates of a response variable for subgroups with insufficient data is the
province of small area estimation [Rao and Molina (2015)]. Small-area methods circumvent
the need for direct estimation by modeling the response as a function of covariates and by
“borrowing strength” across subgroups. Many such methods, including the popular multilevel regression and poststratification (MrP), handle a single response variable at a time.
When multiple outcomes are present, one might try to borrow additional strength through
joint modeling of outcomes.
Joint outcome modeling could pay off in the situation where a survey question is asked too
rarely for the application of MrP, yet it correlates with more frequently asked questions. This
situation may occur in a single survey where specialized questions are posed to subsamples,
or in a combined dataset of multiple surveys whose sets of questions overlap. Gelman et al.
(1998), considering the latter case plus nonresponse, represent the potential responses to
the superset of questions as a sparse matrix. They impute the missing entries using a
hierarchical model in survey-level covariates that models responses to all questions jointly.
The imputations combine with survey weights to produce subgroup estimates. We will
instead employ an imputation model in individual-level covariates, borrowing ideas from
MrP and latent factor modeling.
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2.1.1

Multilevel regression and poststratification

MrP is widely used to construct sub-national estimates from national surveys [Park et al.
(2004)]. This method begins with a multilevel regression that models the mean response
for a small-area cell as a function of demographic and geographic effects. The hierarchical
structure ensures shrinkage, or partial pooling of information, across geographies and other
group types. Individual or geography-specific covariates may be included at the appropriate
levels of the regression. A poststratification step then aggregates the cell estimates using cell
frequencies in the target population to produce the desired subgroup estimates.
A typical application of MrP targets state-level quantities using a multilevel model with
additive random effects for each group type. More granular subgroup effects can be accounted
for by including higher-order interactions, as Ghitza and Gelman (2013) do in their study
of voter turnout and vote choice. When introducing more covariates and interactions, a
sparsity-inducing prior can help to discover the relevant ones [Goplerud et al. (2018)].
Several studies have evaluated the efficacy of MrP in estimating sub-national opinion
by applying it repeatedly across large sets of items. MrP has been found to outperform
simple geographic averages at the state level [Lax and Phillips (2013)] and at the level of
congressional and state senate districts [Warshaw and Rodden (2012)]. Buttice and Highton
(2013) note that performance varies widely across items. MrP tends to perform well on
items, such as cultural issues, for which state-level covariates are predictive.

2.1.2

Ideal point estimation with covariates

Although the above evaluations of MrP model survey questions individually, Warshaw and
Rodden (2012) anticipate that information can be shared across related items using ideas
from item response theory (IRT). IRT methods estimate, from an individual’s combined
responses, their position along one or more latent scales. In political science, these latent
positions or “ideal points” may represent amount of political knowledge [Carpini and Keeter
(1993)]. Other latent constructs measured with IRT models include the ideological preferences of legislators and Supreme Court justices [Martin and Quinn (2002); Clinton et al.
(2004)]. Tausanovitch and Warshaw (2013) estimate the policy preferences of survey respondents on a liberal-conservative scale using an IRT model. They apply MrP to the results to
produce sub-national estimates of policy liberalism.
In fact, group-level estimates of a latent construct can be obtained by building multilevel
structure directly into the IRT model. Caughey and Warshaw (2015) model latent preference
as a multilevel regression on demographic and geographic characteristics. Their group-level
IRT model is designed for the sparse setting, where there are few responses from each individual. Furthermore, their model can incorporate dynamics by allowing hierarchical coefficients
to be time-varying. Imai et al. (2016) consider separately the cases of dynamic factors, ordinal responses, and hierarchical structure in respondents. A hierarchical IRT approach is
also studied in Zhou (2019), which models the mean and variance of latent preferences as
functions of individual-specific covariates.
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Latent preferences are presented in some of these works as multidimensional, but the
implementation is usually unidimensional. Often, estimation of ideal points proceeds in a
fully Bayesian manner using MCMC. More efficient estimation is possible with variational
EM algorithms [Imai et al. (2016)].

2.1.3

Matrix factorization with side information

Closely related to IRT approaches is low-rank matrix factorization, which also relies on a
latent factor representation of users and items to model responses. Chapter 1 applies matrix
factorization to impute missing entries in the matrix of survey responses. Moreover, it uses a
Bayesian approach that captures uncertainty in the unobserved entries and the latent factor
structure.
Several works have considered how to leverage side information about users and items
in matrix completion. Agarwal and Chen (2009) assign feature-based priors to user and
item factors: the prior mean for a user is the output of multivariate linear regression on user
features, and similarly for an item. Responses are generated from user and item factors along
with dyadic interaction features by a generalized linear model. A Monte Carlo EM algorithm
performs inference in this regression-based latent factor model (RLFM). Variational inference
can also be used, as in Park et al. (2013). Zhang et al. (2011) extend the RLFM by replacing
the linear regressions with arbitrary regression models.
Another approach is to add terms involving side information directly to the response
specification. The probabilistic matrix factorization model of Porteous et al. (2010) regresses
on user and item features; the regression coefficients for items are user-specific, and vice versa.
Athey et al. (2018) describe an analogous specification for non-Bayesian matrix completion
of panel data, in which time covariates take the place of item covariates.
Though side information often reveals group structure in users and items, most work
on matrix completion has focused on modeling individual preferences. Shi et al. (2014) call
for research “that can model the group-level preference in a reasonable and interpretable
manner.”

2.2

Simulation study

Our goal is to estimate public opinion at the group level on a wide set of survey questions. We
consider methods that predict opinion at the small-area level, across the Cartesian product of
all demographic categories. From these small-area estimates, we obtain group-level estimates
by poststratification to the population of adult US citizens within each group. We compute
our poststratification frame using the 5% Public Use Microdata Sample (PUMS) from the
American Community Survey for 2014-2018, adapting the replication code of Trangucci et al.
(2018). The 5% PUMS sample yields 12,093 nonempty cells out of a possible total of 12,240.
We seek to understand whether joint modeling of responses across questions improves predictions over modeling questions separately. We develop a multilevel factor model that maps
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covariates into a low-dimensional latent space. The latent representation of a respondent –
the user factors – combines with item factors to generate responses.
We compare this low-rank joint model to baselines that predict univariate responses. MrP
predicts state-level opinion reasonably well with a sample of just 1,500 responses [Lax and
Phillips (2013)]. They find, across a variety of questions, that MrP outperforms the baselines
of disaggregation, which simply computes the sample mean per state, and fixed-effects logistic
regression, which removes the partial pooling in MrP, effectively setting group-level variances
to infinity.
We evaluate the state-level predictions of joint and separate models fit to a small sample of
responses from the 2018 Cooperative Congressional Election Survey (CCES) [Schaffner et al.
(2019)]. We restrict attention to 33 issue questions with binary responses (support/oppose).
For each question, we obtain true state opinion by computing cell averages from the full
CCES and poststratifying to the state level. We evaluate measures of prediction accuracy
over 10 simulations, each of which draws a random sample of 1,500 respondents from the
full CCES.
The ability of the joint model to borrow strength across questions could be especially
useful when there is sparsity in the survey responses. Suppose a few pilot questions are asked
in every state, but responses to all remaining questions are fielded from only a few states for
expediency. This sparsity scenario is depicted in Figure 2.1. A separate model per question,
when modeling a non-pilot question, cannot access any responses from the majority of states.
One can envision more complex sparsity scenarios with ragged edges [Gelman et al. (1998)]
or non-monotone missingness patterns.
To simulate sparsity, we choose four pilot questions covering the following topics: appointing Brett Kavanaugh, building a border wall, withdrawing from the Paris accord, and
passing provisions of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act. These are the first four questions from the
deterministic active ordering developed in Chapter 1, which seeks to minimize the variance
of inferred user factors. While these pilot questions are asked of all sample respondents,
the remaining 29 questions are asked of respondents in just four states. These are Iowa,
New Hampshire, Nevada and South Carolina – states with early presidential primaries. One
might expect these “in-sample” states to be more heavily surveyed during a presidential
election year. We run a second set of simulations for this scenario. Each simulation draws
a random sample of 6,000 respondents; the number of respondents in the in-sample states
ranges from 228 to 260 across 10 simulations.

2.2.1

Specifications

Baseline
Below we formally define the joint factor model and separate MrP models. To begin, we use
the same covariates as the baseline model of Lax and Phillips (2013). These are state (51
levels including DC), gender (female or male), race (black, Hispanic, white, other), education
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Figure 2.1: Sample structure when sparsity is present. We reveal responses to all survey
questions for respondents in the “in-sample” states. For all other respondents, we can access
only responses to the pilot questions. Respondent covariates are always available.
(less than high school, high school graduate, some college, college graduate, post-graduate)
and age (18-29, 30-39, 40-49, 50-59, 60-69, 70+).
Let pij denote the probability that respondent i answers question j affirmatively. Rij ∈
{0, 1} is the realized response of user i to question j. The baseline MrP model takes the
following form:
Rij ∼ Bernoulli(pij )
logit(pij ) = βj +

bstate
state[i],j

age
race
educ
+ bgender
gender[i],j + brace[i],j + beducation[i],j + bage[i],j

βj ∼ N (0, 10)
Here, each question is modeled separately, and all group effects are specific to question
j.
For notational convenience, we index the group types by t ∈ T . Let S t denote the set of
all possible groups within group type t. Collect the covariates of respondent i in xi , so that
xit is the type-t group membership of respondent i. For example, if t represents state, then
S t is the set of all states, and xit is the state of respondent i. Furthermore, let bts,j denote
the effect of group s ∈ S t on question j. Using this notation, the MrP model for question j
can be expressed more succinctly:
XX
logit(pij ) = βj +
bts,j 1 {xit = s}
(2.1)
t∈T s∈S t

MrP models are fit using the rstanarm package [Gabry and Goodrich (2016)], with 4
chains of 500 iterations each. For any group type, the group effects are given a zero-centered
normal prior with covariance drawn from a decov prior. Mild regularization is applied to
item intercepts βj via a weak normal prior. All priors use the default settings in rstanarm.
Now we develop the corresponding factor model. Essentially, we define user factors by a
multilevel regression into latent space. Instead of scalar group effects for each question, we
will have low-dimensional group effects shared across questions.
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Our formulation is similar to Agarwal and Chen (2009), but with multilevel structure in
the user factors regression and without item features. Factor models with different forms
of multilevel structure are considered by Goldstein and Browne (2002), Rabe-Hesketh et al.
(2004) and Goldstein et al. (2009); a dynamic version is presented by Moench et al. (2013).
Ours is closest to the group-level IRT model of Caughey and Warshaw (2015), though their
model allows dynamics and uses a single latent dimension.
Following the usual notation of matrix factorization, we let ui denote user factors and vj
denote item factors. Both are r-dimensional. We introduce r-dimensional group effects bts ,
representing the latent effect of group s ∈ S t . Note that bts is not indexed by question. We
also include item intercepts βj with the same prior as before. The joint model is:
Rij ∼ Bernoulli(pij )
logit(pij ) = βj + uTi vj
βj ∼ N (0, 10)
XX
ui =
bts 1 {xit = s}
t∈T s∈S t

vj
bts
σt2
πt

∼ N (0, Ir )
∼ N (0, σt2 diag(πt ))
∼ Gamma(1, 1)
∼ Dirichlet(1, . . . , 1)

s ∈ S t, t ∈ T
t∈T
t∈T

To help with identifiability of user and item factors, we place a standard Gaussian prior
on item factors. We allow more flexibility in the user factors via the prior on group effects.
For group s of group type t, the group effect bts has r uncorrelated components of unequal
variance. The total variance across all components, σt2 , is apportioned across components
by the probability vector πt , which is drawn uniformly from the simplex. The total variance
σt2 is specific to the group type and has a scale-invariant unit exponential prior.
Figure 2.2 depicts our factor model. We declare the model in Stan; we fit it using
Hamiltonian Monte Carlo with 2 chains of 500 iterations each. When we tried to relax the
assumption that the components of bts are uncorrelated, the chains did not converge.
Baseline + 2-way vote share
If covariate information is available at the state level, we can incorporate it into the response
specification. We collect state-level predictors for user i into a d-dimensional vector xstate[i] .
For any question j, let γj be the corresponding d-dimensional vector of coefficients. The
components of γj are shrunk toward 0 by a normal prior. The joint model changes as
follows:
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σt2

πt

xi

bts

vj

ui

s ∈ St
Rij

t∈T
i = 1, . . . , N

βj
j = 1, . . . , K

Figure 2.2: Graphical model representation of the baseline factor model.

logit(pij ) = βj + uTi vj + γjT xstate[i]
γj` ∼ N (0, 2.5)

The equivalent addition of state-level predictors to the MrP specification gives

logit(pij ) = βj +

XX

bts,j 1 {xit = s} + γjT xstate[i]

t∈T s∈S t

γj` ∼ N (0, 2.5)

Our baseline + 2-way model uses a single state-level covariate: the Republican share
of the two-party vote in the 2016 presidential election. This is the statewide proportion of
votes for Trump among votes received for either Clinton or Trump. Prior work on MrP
recommends the inclusion of this substantive state-level predictor [Lax and Phillips (2013);
Buttice and Highton (2013); Ghitza and Gelman (2018)].

2.2.2

Posterior predictive checks

In an initial assessment of specifications and inference methods, we perform posterior predictive checks on MrP estimates for the four pilot questions. MrP is fit using glmer in the lme4
package, which performs restricted maximum likelihood estimation, and stan glmer in the
rstanarm package, which performs fully Bayesian inference. Figure B.1.1 shows posterior
predictive distributions of state-level opinion on the following agree/disagree question: “Increase spending on border security by $25 billion, including building a wall between the U.S.
and Mexico.” We also plot mean state opinion from the sample and from the full CCES.
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Due to high sampling variability evident in Figure B.1.1, we disregard sample proportions
and focus on population proportions from the full survey.
The point estimate chosen by glmer assigns small variance to group-level effects and
large noise variance to responses. This over-shrinkage gives imprecise, biased predictions of
state opinion (Figure B.1.1a). With the Stan implementation of MrP, posterior predictive
intervals are tighter, and there is reasonable variation across states. However, in the baseline
model, the posterior predictive distribution consistently overestimates support for the border
wall among Clinton-leaning states, and underestimates support among Trump-leaning states
(Figure B.1.1b). The same pattern appears to a lesser extent for other pilot questions. This
bias is mitigated in the baseline + 2-way model, which adjusts for presidential vote share
(Figure B.1.1c). As such, our evaluation of MrP and the factor model will focus on the
baseline + 2-way specification.

2.3
2.3.1

Results
All responses available

When the sample contains responses to all questions by all respondents, running MrP separately per question gives the most accurate state-level predictions. Figure 2.3 compares
per-question MrP to the joint model under the baseline specification. The low-rank constraint seems to impose a penalty on accuracy: on most questions, the joint model has
higher MAE across states than MrP. The comparison between MrP and the joint model is
inconclusive when one looks at the correlation between state-level predictions and true state
opinion. Both multilevel approaches achieve considerably lower error than disaggregation
and fixed-effects logistic regression, which accords with previous results and suggests the
benefit of shrinkage.
After adding 2-way vote share to the specification, the joint model is suboptimal on
measures of error and correlation (Figure 2.4). The state-level predictor improves predictions
for MrP in particular. 1,500 responses per question is enough to estimate state-level opinion
with reasonable accuracy, in line with previous literature. If the survey researcher can
afford to pose all questions of interest to a similarly sized sample, then separate MrP per
question provides enough shrinkage. The additional constraint of the low-rank joint model
is counterproductive.

2.3.2

All responses only available in select states

We now consider the setting where respondents in select states answer all questions, while all
other respondents answer the pilot questions only (Figure 2.1). On the non-pilot questions,
separate MrP has access to considerably fewer responses than before, and there is no data
to estimate out-of-sample state effects. The accuracy of MrP estimates relies on responses
from in-sample states and poststratification.
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Figure 2.3: Performance of state-level estimates obtained from the sample under the baseline specification. Each sample contains responses to all questions by 1,500 randomly chosen
respondents. For each question, we show mean absolute error across states (left) and rank
correlation between state-level predictions and true state opinion (right). Each small dot
represents one simulation; large dots are medians across 10 simulations. The rank-2 factor
model (rpmf) trails per-question MrP (stan glmer) in MAE. It is unclear which method gives
predictions more correlated with true state opinion. Both methods outperform disaggregation (disagg) and fixed-effects logistic regression (glm).
Figure 2.5 shows state-by-state predictive intervals for a non-pilot question: whether the
respondent would vote to “repeal only the part of the Affordable Care Act that requires that
most individuals have health insurance and that larger employers cover their employees.”
In the in-sample states, it is clear that the MrP posterior mean is preferable to the noisy
sample mean. The posterior mean of the factor model is also more accurate than the sample
mean, except in South Carolina.
The hypothesized advantage of the factor model is in estimating opinion in out-of-sample
states. The factor model is able to leverage responses to pilot questions in an out-of-sample
state by learning the latent state effect, which propagates to non-pilot questions via the
factor model. Moreover, the bundling of information across questions could improve the
precision of latent group effects of all types.
The absorption of additional information by the factor model manifests in two ways.
First, there is less variance in the posterior predictive distribution of state-level opinion;
predictive intervals under both specifications are shorter for the factor model (Figure 2.5).
The same holds true for national opinion by other groups (Figure B.1.2). Second, there is
greater cross-state variation in posterior means. The posterior means of the factor model
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Figure 2.4: Performance of state-level estimates under the baseline + 2-way specification.
Each sample contains responses to all questions by 1,500 randomly chosen respondents. Perquestion MrP outperforms all other methods in terms of MAE and correlation with true
state opinion.
appear to correlate with population means, especially when 2-way vote share is included.
In contrast, since MrP cannot estimate effects for out-of-sample states, its posterior means
under the baseline specification vary across states only slightly in a way determined by
poststratification weights. Under the baseline + 2-way specification, most of MrP’s crossstate variation is driven by the coefficient of the state-level predictor. MrP estimates this
coefficient noisily, as indicated by the longer predictive intervals for states at either partisan
extreme. The coefficient implied by the posterior means is greater than ground truth would
suggest.
The posterior that MrP generates for this particular question and sample may be an
isolated failure case. It is also not guaranteed that the posterior means from the factor model
always track population means closely. In fact, Figure B.1.3 provides a counterexample
in which MrP with the state-level predictor is preferable. To evaluate posterior quality
more systematically, we examine predictive intervals across questions; we also evaluate the
frequency properties of posterior means as predictions of state-level opinion.
Indeed, the finding that the factor model yields tighter predictive intervals generalizes
across questions (Figure 2.6). However, this greater posterior precision comes at the expense
of coverage. Whereas separate MrP produces predictive intervals that are conservative for
most questions, the joint model tends to yield anti-conservative intervals. Note that for the
pilot questions, predictive intervals from MrP and the joint model are of similar length, as
MrP has access to 6,000 responses. For these questions, MrP intervals actually suffer from
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greater undercoverage.
Perhaps more importantly, posterior means from the factor model have desirable properties across simulations. They achieve lower mean absolute error (MAE) across states than
MrP predictions, especially for questions where MrP is less accurate (Figure 2.7). The difference in MAE is analyzed in Tables B.1.1 and B.1.2. The factor model tends to outperform
on questions about abortion, trade and executive orders. The predictive improvement of
the factor model is not uniform and is sensitive to specification. For 321d, the abortion
question considered in Figure B.1.3, the factor model has lower MAE under baseline but
not baseline + 2-way. The reverse is true for 327d, the healthcare question considered in
Figure 2.5. Another avenue to these conclusions is to compare residuals from both models
and identify the questions for which the factor model residuals are smaller and more centered
around zero (Figures B.1.5 and B.1.6).
Factor model predictions are also more correlated with true state opinion under the
baseline specification (Figure 2.7). With the help of 2-way vote share, MrP closes the gap
on correlation, at least in the median simulation (Figure B.1.4). However, in certain samples
the coefficient of vote share is estimated poorly, inducing negative correlations with ground
truth for both MrP and the factor model.
The above evaluation measures are averaged uniformly over states. Also of interest is how
consistently wrong predictions are for any given state across samples. Figure 2.8 plots the
unsigned bias across simulations of the posterior mean for each state. For most questions,
the factor model produces less biased predictions, as summarized by the median state-level
bias. In the presence of sparsity, the factor model develops a more informed posterior, which
may inspire greater trust in its estimates of state-level opinion.
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(a) Baseline specification

Figure 2.5: 95% predictive intervals for state-level opinion on a healthcare question. Gray
intervals are generated by MrP; black intervals are generated by the joint model. Both
methods use the sample from a single simulation. Squares denote posterior means, solid
triangles denote true state opinion, and hollow triangles denote mean state opinion in the
sample (missing for most states). The joint model generates greater cross-state variation in
posterior means under the baseline specification, as it is able to estimate state effects. For
both specifications, predictive intervals from the joint model are more precise.
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(b) Baseline + 2-way vote share

Figure 2.5: 95% predictive intervals for state-level opinion on a healthcare question (cont.)
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Figure 2.6: Properties of predictive intervals for state-level opinion under the baseline +
2-way specification for the early-primary sparsity scenario. We show the proportion of states
where the 95% predictive interval contains the population mean (left) and the average length
of this interval across states (right). Both MrP and the joint model use the sample from
a single simulation. Intervals from the joint model are shorter, but this increased precision
comes at the cost of anti-conservative coverage.
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Figure 2.7: Performance of state-level estimates under the baseline specification for the earlyprimary sparsity scenario. Each sample contains responses to the pilot questions by 6,000
randomly chosen respondents, plus responses to all remaining questions by those respondents
in early-primary states. The rank-2 factor model improves mean absolute error on questions
for which separate MrP performs poorly. For most questions, predictions by the factor model
exhibit greater correlation with true state opinion.
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Figure 2.8: Bias of state-level estimates under the baseline specification for the early-primary
sparsity scenario. We compute residuals for each state, average across simulations, and plot
the absolute value. Each small dot represents one state; large dots represent the median
state. Over simulations, state-level estimates by the rank-2 factor model tend to be less
biased.
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2.4

Discussion

The idea that borrowing strength from related regressions improves prediction accuracy is
the basis of multivariate regression. Breiman and Friedman (1997) show, when multiple
outputs are predicted from the same covariates via separate linear regressions, that mean
squared error in each output can be reduced by stacking the predictions from all regressions.
Their “curds and whey” method is equivalent to applying shrinkage in the space of canonical
coordinates. This extends the classical James-Stein result. Beyond the linear model, multioutput techniques have also been developed for tree- and kernel-based methods [Borchani
et al. (2015)] as well as Gaussian processes [Seeger et al. (2005)]. More broadly, multi-target
prediction encompasses problems of regression and classification across multiple tasks, which
may contain side information or hierarchical structure [Waegeman et al. (2019)].
We present a multi-output method that handles substantial sparsity in responses and
makes use of hierarchical structure in covariates. It is worth exploring deeper connections to
existing work on multi-output regression. One question is whether we can improve our latent
factor representation for predictive accuracy. Currently, this decomposition is automatically
discovered by Bayesian inference; we would like to investigate its relation to known decompositions. Moreover, by imposing a hard rank constraint on latent space, our method is closer
to reduced-rank regression [Izenman (1975)] than to curds and whey. Besides Breiman and
Friedman (1997), there are other ways to impose soft rank constraints, such as penalizing
the nuclear norm of the coefficient matrix in multivariate regression [Yuan et al. (2007)].
We expect more drastic shrinkage to be suitable for the high-sparsity regime, though this
requires more research.
We have demonstrated, in a high-sparsity setting, the advantage of unified modeling
of correlated questions. It remains to study the tradeoff between increased precision and
computational cost. Practitioners may also need to account for survey-specific characteristics
when aggregating polls with different sampling frames. Once these practical considerations
are addressed, the approach of cobbling together disparate surveys with shared items can
drastically expand the set of issues or groups under inquiry. When we embrace sparsity,
resource constraints may become less constraining.
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Chapter 3
Low-rank panel completion: Is time of
the essence?
3.1

Introduction

Analysis of panel data, also known as time-series cross-sectional data, is part of the standard
toolkit in economics and program evaluation. These methods are often showcased on complete data, but reality provides many reasons for entries to be missing. Series with different
start dates are common to macroeconomic and financial datasets. Panel attrition results
in units being lost to follow-up. Economic indicators are available at different frequencies,
and statistical agencies stagger their release. In early efforts by central banks to forecast
quarterly GDP from mixed-frequency data, high-frequency indicators were transformed to
quarterly frequency for use as regressors [Foroni and Marcellino (2013)]. This retains less
information than representing data at its original frequency with intrinsic missingness and
ragged edges. Foroni and Marcellino (2013) review evidence that including higher-frequency
data, such as incomplete recent releases, improves macroeconomic forecasts. Central banks
now produce real-time GDP forecasts using large-scale staggered data releases, a technique
called nowcasting [Giannone et al. (2008); Bok et al. (2018)].
One particularly important missing-data problem is causal inference. In a panel dataset
where some units undergo treatment, their potential outcomes under control are not observed
thereafter. Imputing these counterfactuals gives rise to estimators of treatment effects. Athey
et al. (2018) propose to impute potential outcomes using low-rank matrix completion. They
point out that matrix completion unifies synthetic control approaches, which perform vertical
regressions on the outcomes of other units, and approaches that assume unconfoundedness,
which perform horizontal regressions on lagged outcomes of the same unit. Horizontal and
vertical regressions discard data if units undergo treatment at different times. In this staggered adoption setting, the matrix completion estimator is more efficient.
As the above examples illustrate, two main tasks in the missing-data setting are imputation of the missing values and prediction using incomplete data. To facilitate interpretation
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and restrict the number of parameters, many methods impose on the data a low-dimensional
latent structure. We review the development, primarily within the econometric literature,
of low-rank methods for so-called unbalanced panels – panels containing missing data.
We begin by covering historical ways to estimate factor models from complete panel data.
These approaches can be divided into static and dynamic methods, as well as into parametric
state-space and nonparametric SVD-based methods. Sometimes, these features are combined
for faster convergence in large panels. Newer approaches, motivated by the missing-data
setting, seek approximate low-rank structure by way of regularized matrix completion. Much
of the newer literature is concerned with inferential theory, which includes correcting for
shrinkage bias and non-uniform missingness patterns. One contrast that emerges is that
popular complete-data methods often account for time dependence, while recent regularized
imputation methods generally do not. The dynamic methods do extend naturally to the
missing-data setting, however, and we cover work that makes these modifications explicit.
There is a vast literature on low-rank estimation from complete panel data, encompassing
questions such as rank selection, nonstationarity, regime switching and hierarchical structure.
This is decidedly not an exhaustive review. Such extensions are covered in the excellent
reviews of Bai and Ng (2008); Stock and Watson (2011); Bai and Wang (2016); Doz and
Fuleky (2020); Poncela Blanco et al. (2020). Samartsidis et al. (2019) review methods,
including factor models, for causal inference from panel data; they too observe that dynamic
structure has yet to be fully explored.

3.2

Complete panel data

Econometric analysis of complete panel data is often accomplished by explicitly low-rank
models. Factor models are able to summarize much of the variance in a collection of macroeconomic series in the form of a few factors, which can be interpreted as coincident indicators.
In addition to dimensionality reduction, factor models also provide denoising via the estimated common component, the low-rank approximation to the original panel.
Among the many applications of the estimated factors, forecasting is paramount. Including factors as extra predictors tends to improve regression forecasts of indicators of
real economic activity, compared to “a range of small- and large-dimensional competitors”
[Stock and Watson (2011)]. When the regressors – observed variables concatenated with
latent factors – are assumed to follow a VAR process, the result is the factor-augmented
vector autoregression (FAVAR) [Bernanke et al. (2005)]. The use of low-dimensional factors
in FAVAR means fewer parameters need to be estimated than with an unrestricted VAR.
Another setting that exploits the low dimensionality of estimated factors is instrumental
variables estimation with many instruments. Including too many instruments in the firststage regression causes overfitting and biases the two-stage least-squares estimator. This
problem is solved by using factors as instruments [Bai and Wang (2016)].
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3.2.1

No modeling of factor dynamics

We introduce notation common to factor models in the econometric literature. Our panel
contains N individual series, indexed by i, and T periods, indexed by t. Denote the N × T
data matrix by X. A factor decomposition represents X as a product of an N × r matrix of
loadings Λ and an r × T matrix of factors F , plus an N × T matrix of error terms e:
X = ΛF + e

(3.1)

We expect r to be small relative to N and T , so that the decomposition is low rank. The
low-rank approximation to X, ΛF , is often called the common component.
For each period t = 1, . . . , T , we can write the N -dimensional data vector xt as
xt = Λft + et

(3.2)

where ft are the r-dimensional factors and et is the N -dimensional error at time t. Factor models are frequently expressed in this form. The components of et are often called
idiosyncratic errors.
For each series i = 1, . . . , N , we can write the T -dimensional data vector xi as
xi = F T λi + ei
where λi are the r-dimensional loadings and ei is the T -dimensional error for series i. Note
that λi are simply the rows of Λ and ft are the columns of F . xt and et are the columns of
X and e, while xi and ei are the rows.
Ordinary principal components
One well-known way to obtain a rank-r decomposition of X is by principal components.
b that minimize the total
The principal components estimator finds factors Fb and loadings Λ
squared error:
b Fb) ∈
(Λ,

arg min
Λ∈RN ×r ,F ∈Rr×T

kX − ΛF k2F =

arg min



tr (X − ΛF )T (X − ΛF )

(3.3)

Λ∈RN ×r ,F ∈Rr×T

The solution set is given by the rank-r truncation of the singular value decomposition,
a result known as the Eckart–Young–Mirsky theorem. Write the SVD as X = U DV T . Let
Ur and Vr contain the first r left and right singular vectors, and let Dr contain the first r
b Fb = Ur Dr V T .
singular values. Then Λ
r
b and Fb are not identified, since we can obtain an alternate solution Λ
e = ΛH
b −1
Note that Λ
e Fe = Λ
b Fb. Thus, additional
and Fe = H Fb for any invertible r × r matrix H, so that Λ
identification restrictions are usually imposed in the literature. Stock and Watson (2002a)
bT Λ
b = Ir . This
assume that the N -dimensional vectors of loadings are on the same scale: N1 Λ
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b=
normalization implies Λ
b requires
this choice of Λ

√

N Ur and Fb =

1 bT
Λ X.
N

The latter follows from the SVD since

1
1 bT
1
Fb = √ Dr VrT = √ UrT X = Λ
X
N
N
N
Other authors normalize the factors instead, i.e. T1 FbFbT = Ir [Bai and Wang (2016)].
Principal components is a nonparametric method: no modeling assumptions are imposed
upon the factors, loadings or error terms. The least-squares problem that it solves, however,
is equivalent to performing maximum likelihood estimation for Λ and F in the model where
iid
the errors are independent Gaussian with constant variance. That is, et ∼ N (0, σ 2 IN ) for
unknown σ 2 .
The factor estimates from principal components are consistent [Stock and Watson (2002a)]
and asymptotically normal [Bai (2003)]. In addition to the estimated factors, Bai (2003)
characterizes the asymptotic distributions of the estimated loadings and common component. These results are developed in the large-N , large-T setting, under an approximate
factor structure. The approximate factor structure, introduced by Chamberlain and Rothschild (1982), permits weak correlations and heteroskedasticity in e in the cross-sectional
and time dimensions.
Generalized principal components
When the errors of different series are heteroskedastic, or when there is cross-sectional correlation in these errors, one could consider the generalized principal components estimator
(GPCE). The GPCE is the analogue of generalized least squares in the factor model setting.
It solves the following least-squares problem:
b Fb) ∈
(Λ,

arg min
Λ∈RN ×r ,F ∈Rr×T



tr (X − ΛF )T Σ−1
e (X − ΛF )

(3.4)

Here Σe , an N × N matrix, refers to the covariance of the period-level error et . Nonconstant entries on the diagonal indicate cross-sectional heteroskedasticity, and nonzero offdiagonal entries indicate the presence of cross-sectional correlation. Note that when Σe = cIN
for some positive c, the GPCE (3.4) reduces to ordinary principal components (3.3).
Similarly to ordinary principal components, the GPCE is equivalent to maximum likeliiid
hood in a model with Gaussian errors. Specifically, et ∼ N (0, Σe ). This is made clear by
rewriting the objective function in (3.4):
T

 X
tr (X − ΛF )T Σ−1
(X
−
ΛF
)
=
(xt − Λft )T Σ−1
e
e (xt − Λft )
t=1

The GPCE is more efficient than ordinary principal components for the factors and
common component when Σe is not spherical [Choi (2012); Bai and Wang (2016)]. In reality,
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Σe is unknown and must be estimated to produce a feasible GPCE. One might consider the
b e computed from the residuals ebt = xt − Λ
b fbt , where Λ
b and Fb
sample covariance matrix Σ
b e is not invertible. Boivin
are first estimated by ordinary principal components. However, Σ
b
and Ng (2006) modify Σe to be diagonal, which leaves out cross-sectional correlation and
amounts to weighted principal components. Several covariance estimators in the literature
assume sparsity in the true covariance matrix and perform some form of thresholding on the
sample covariance matrix [Bickel et al. (2008); El Karoui et al. (2008); Cai and Liu (2011);
Fan et al. (2013)]; Bai and Liao (2013) study the effect of such a thresholding estimator on
inference with the GPCE.
The estimator from (3.4) accounts for non-identity covariance in the cross-sectional dimension. Other authors have considered how to account for non-identity covariance in the
time dimension. Modeling serial correlation leads to more efficient estimation of loadings,
whereas modeling cross-sectional correlation and heteroskedasticity leads to more efficient
estimation of factor space [Choi (2012)]. Simulations by Breitung and Tenhofen (2011) confirm this dynamic. One could account for time-series heteroskedasticity and serial correlation
by simply reversing the roles of factors and loadings in the GPCE, switching T and N [Bai
et al. (2012)]. Put another way, one minimizes the alternate objective function
N
h
i X
T
T
e −1
e −1
tr (X − ΛF )Σ
(X
−
ΛF
)
=
(xi − F T λi )T Σ
e
e (xi − F λi )

(3.5)

i=1

e e is the T × T covariance matrix of ei , the unit-level error. Off-diagonal elements of
where Σ
e
e e.
Σe capture autocorrelation; particular assumptions can impart structure to Σ
Note that the sample estimate of Σe averages over periods, whereas the sample estimate of
e e averages over units. When T is small relative to N , Σ
b e is poorly behaved, and accounting
Σ
e e may be preferable [Stock and Watson (2011); Bai and Wang
for serial correlation via Σ
(2016)].
Breitung and Tenhofen (2011) handle both serial correlation and cross-sectional heteroskedasticity by assuming Gaussian errors with these characteristics. Namely, eit follow an
autoregressive structure, and the innovations have series-specific variance σi2 . They consider
the maximum likelihood estimator approximated by coordinate descent on the log likelihood.
Initializing this procedure with the result of ordinary principal components and updating the
factors and loadings once gives their two-step estimator. The two-step estimator for (Λ, F )
has the same asymptotic distribution as the fully iterated estimator, though more iterations
help in small samples [Breitung and Tenhofen (2011)].

3.2.2

Modeling factor dynamics

The parametric DFM
The above works rely on nonparametric estimators based on principal components. Doz et al.
(2012) assign a parametric form to the factor process and argue that their resulting estimator
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can be justified under misspecification. Specifically, in (3.2), both factors ft and idiosyncratic
errors et are assumed to be Gaussian. The simplest model assumes independence of ft across
periods along with spherical et :
iid

ft ∼ N (0, Ir )

iid

et ∼ N (0, σ 2 IN )

This model is commonly known as probabilistic principal components [Tipping and
Bishop (1999)]. If Λ and σ 2 are selected by maximum likelihood, then the conditional mean
of factors given data is simply the principal components estimate with shrinkage toward the
origin [Doz et al. (2011)]. As N → ∞, the shrinkage becomes negligible and these quantities
converge. Hence, the factors from the maximum likelihood procedure inherit the consistency
properties of principal components.
In reality, the drivers of common variation across series are likely to be correlated over
time; modeling this autocorrelation in the factor process can lead to efficiency gains. This
gives rise to the dynamic factor model (DFM). The DFM of Doz et al. (2012) specifies that
ft is autoregressive with r-dimensional Gaussian noise, and also allows heteroskedasticity in
et :
A(L)ft = ut

iid

ut ∼ N (0, Σu )

iid

et ∼ N (0, Σe )
Here Σe is diagonal. A(L) = I − A1 L − . . . − Ap Lp defines a VAR process
of order p, where
P
Ai is r × r and L represents the lag operator. Rearranging, ft = ph=1 Ah ft−h + ut . The
DFM may be written in state-space form by stacking factors (ft , ft−1 , . . . , ft−p+1 ) into Ft , so
that the evolution of Ft depends only on Ft−1 . The state-space representation enables the
application of the Kalman filter and smoother.
This DFM does not capture serial and cross-sectional correlation in the idiosyncratic
error. Doz et al. (2012) consider, for the data generating process (DGP), an approximate
factor model that does allow serial and cross-correlations. The only restrictions on the DGP
are that the factors and errors follow a mean-zero stationary process, and that the factors
and errors are uncorrelated at all leads and lags. Despite the DFM being misspecified, they
show the estimated factors are consistent.
The estimated factors are obtained by the EM algorithm. In the expectation step, the
Kalman smoother computes the conditional expectation of factors under current settings of
parameters Λ, A(L), Σu , Σe . The maximization step updates parameters – Λ by least-squares
regression of X on F , and A(L) by regressing F on lags of F .
The EM procedure is initialized with the estimates of Λ, F from principal components.
This choice of initialization overcomes the computational challenges of the first generation of
DFM methods, in which maximum likelihood “historically was prohibitive for large systems”
[Stock and Watson (2011)]. Starting with principal components, updating parameters once
and doing a single run of the Kalman smoother gives the two-step estimator of F [Giannone
et al. (2008); Doz et al. (2011)]. Further iterations of the EM algorithm deliver minor
efficiency gains, according to Monte Carlo simulations in Doz et al. (2012).
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These simulations also show that factor estimation in the DFM is more efficient than
in ordinary principal components when N, T are small. The efficiency gain disappears for
large samples, in accordance with consistency results for ordinary principal components.
Breitung and Tenhofen (2011) confirm the superior efficiency of the DFM estimates when
et is truly heteroskedastic, but also find it worthwhile to account for serial correlation in et
(not captured by the factors) when it is present in the DGP.
The parametric approach to factor modeling can accommodate greater model complexity,
such as restrictions on loadings, hierarchical structure, and time-varying parameters. For
more complex models, it is natural to invoke Bayesian methods, in part due to the wide
applicability of MCMC algorithms. The Bayesian paradigm offers the additional benefits of
uncertainty quantification and regularization via the prior. Kim and Nelson (1998) estimate
a DFM with regime switching to capture the business cycle. The usual Kalman filter only applies to linear Gaussian models, so they employ Gibbs sampling. So do Del Negro and Otrok
(2008) in their factor analysis of international business cycles, which specifies that loadings
follow a random walk, while factors and idiosyncratic error are autoregressive processes with
stochastic volatility. Stochastic volatility also appears in Zhou et al. (2014), which enforces
time-varying parsimony via latent thresholding applied to the loadings. Moench et al. (2013)
develop a multilevel factor model in which series of different types are generated by blocklevel factors, and block-level factors are generated by common factors which are governed
by a dynamic process. Here, too, inference relies on MCMC.
Dynamic principal components
In the DFM we have presented, the factors follow a VAR(p) process, while the observations
are generated by contemporaneous factors as in (3.2). Confusingly, this DFM is often said
to be in “static form,” even though it models factor dynamics. The most general static
form also allows idiosyncratic errors to follow a VAR process, which we have not presented
explicitly. In contrast, the “dynamic” form of the DFM specifies loadings that apply to ft
and its lags:
xt = Λ(L)ft + et
Note a DFM in dynamic form can be rewritten in static form, by stacking all lagged
factors that enter into Λ(L)ft – the same idea used to cast a DFM in state-space form. Thus,
the previously discussed parametric and nonparametric estimation methods still apply.
There is, however, a line of work using frequency-domain techniques to estimate the
dynamic form. The frequency-domain approach, which draws upon the dynamic principal
components of Brillinger (2001), is typified by Forni et al. (2005). They estimate the common
component by projecting observations onto an approximate factor space. This factor space
is obtained by estimating the spectral density of the data via periodogram smoothing. The
estimated spectral density is split into common and idiosyncratic components by an eigenvalue decomposition, and these are converted to covariance matrices in the time domain by
inverse Fourier transforms. The usage of the covariance of the idiosyncratic component gives
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rise to a feasible GPCE [Stock and Watson (2011)]. In practice, the off-diagonal entries of
this estimated covariance matrix are set to zero, resulting in weighted principal components.
Like its static counterpart, dynamic principal components is consistent for the common
component when N, T → ∞. Forni et al. (2005) argue that the dynamic method outperforms when there is significant heterogeneity across items in the lag structure of loadings.
The dynamic method is helpful for precisely estimating the number of primitive shocks in
macroeconomic data [Bai and Ng (2008)]. However, it requires choosing more auxiliary
parameters than the static method does. In addition, Stock and Watson (2011) note that
factors at the end of the sample are rendered unavailable for forecasting by the two-sided
smoothing in older versions of the dynamic method, but the two-step estimator of Forni
et al. (2005) overcomes this difficulty.
In empirical forecasting exercises, dynamic principal components has not been shown to
outperform the static method consistently. Boivin and Ng (2005) find that forecasts using
factors from the static method achieve the lowest RMSE when the idiosyncratic error has
complex structure; they conclude the static method is more robust to misspecification of
the dynamics. The static and dynamic methods have performed similarly in other empirical
comparisons [Marcellino and Schumacher (2010); D’Agostino and Giannone (2012)]. In an
ablation study assessing separate features of the dynamic method, D’Agostino and Giannone
(2012) find little improvement from accounting for heteroskedasticity in et , but the choice of
window function for estimating the spectral density does have an impact.

3.3

Incomplete panel data

We have seen the usefulness of factor models, with their theoretical guarantees and efficient
algorithms, for complete panels. When missingness is present, assuming a low-rank structure
confers additional benefits: it leads to computationally efficient and possibly more accurate
imputations. Low-rank structure could take the form of an explicit factor model of rank r.
Alternatively, one could seek approximate low-rank structure by regularizing a matrix norm,
as is done in the matrix completion literature. The regularized approach enables the use of
tractable optimization algorithms.
Several of these low-rank methods provide inferential theory: authors derive the asymptotic distribution of imputations and, if applicable, address how to correct regularization
bias. Some authors also address non-uniform patterns of missing entries, dispensing with
the standard assumption in matrix completion that entries are missing completely at random. This line of work, attentive to inferential issues, largely leaves aside the study of
dynamic structure in the data. Where dynamic structure is studied, it is generally with the
DFM or with Bayesian techniques.
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3.3.1

Regularized approaches: principal components evolved

Formulations
We cover the primary regularized approaches, beginning with notation. We now allow entries
of Xit to be missing. Let Iit be be the indicator that Xit is observed. We collect the indices
of observed entries of X into the set O = {(i, t) : Iit = 1}.
We next define the operator PO , which projects a matrix Y onto the observed entries:
[PO (Y )]it = Iit Yit
The operator that projects Y onto the set of missing entries is PO⊥ , so that
 ⊥

PO (Y ) it = (1 − Iit )Yit
Our goal is to impute the missing entries of X. The standard approach in the matrix
completion literature is to approximate X by a low-rank matrix X and return imputations
PO⊥ (X ). X is the solution to an optimization problem that minimizes the reconstruction
error – the total squared error on observed entries. Different approaches seek a low-rank
solution through different forms of regularization.
One could impose a hard rank constraint, requiring X to be rank r. Consider the following
optimization problem in Lagrange form:
min
X

1 X
(Xit − Xit )2 + λ kX k0
2

(3.6)

(i,t)∈O

kX k0 denotes the rank of X . For some value of λ, the solution X will be rank r. This
problem is nonconvex. When X is completely observed, recall the solution is given by the
rank-r truncated SVD, or principal components.
A convex relaxation is obtained by replacing the rank in (3.6) with the nuclear norm
of X . In other words, we replace the number of nonzero singular values with the sum of
singular values. This gives the nuclear norm regularized problem, introduced in Chapter 1.
The following formulation is equivalent to (1.1):
min
X

1 X
(Xit − Xit )2 + λ kX k∗
2

(3.7)

(i,t)∈O

We rewrite the objective function using the projection operator:
min
X

1
kPO (X − X )k2F + λ kX k∗
2

(3.8)

Like `1 -regularized least squares, (3.8) encourages sparsity in the singular values of X .
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Recall also the Frobenius norm regularized problem (1.2). This formulation seeks a rankr solution by expressing X as the product of matrices U ∈ RN ×r and V T ∈ Rr×T . It solves
for U and V , penalizing the Frobenius norm of both:
min
U,V

1
PO (X − U V T )
2

2
F

+


λ
kU k2F + kV k2F
2

(3.9)

Despite the different forms of regularization, problems (3.8) and (3.9) are equivalent if
r = min(N, T ). Then the solutions coincide, due to the following fact:
kX k∗ =

min

U,V :X =U V T


1
kU k2F + kV k2F
2

A more thorough presentation of the above overview can be found in Fithian and Mazumder
(2013); Udell et al. (2014).
The nuclear norm regularized problem is solved efficiently by the SoftImpute algorithm
of Mazumder et al. (2010). This algorithm alternatingly imputes missing values with the
current estimate of the low-rank matrix and updates the matrix estimate by singular value
thresholding. To make the latter step precise, write the SVD of a matrix W as U DV T , so
e T
Dii is the ith singular value of W . Define the soft-thresholding operator as Sλ (W ) = U DV
e ii = max(Dii − λ, 0). SoftImpute performs the following update until Xb converges:
where D


Xb ← Sλ PO (X) + PO⊥ (Xb)
(3.10)
One choice of initialization is Xb = 0N ×T . Typically, λ is chosen from a sequence of values
{λk } by cross-validation. If the sequence is decreasing, then a warm-start initialization for
λk+1 sets the initial estimate Xb to the final estimate Xb obtained for λk .
b Vb T and consider the
A different runtime improvement is to express the solution as U
Frobenius norm regularized problem (3.9). When X is complete, this problem decomposes
into separate ridge regressions in U and V , and can be solved by alternating least squares.
The SoftImpute-ALS algorithm of Hastie et al. (2015) alternates the following steps until
b Vb T , update U
b , impute missing values again, and
convergence: impute missing values from U
update Vb . By the equivalence of (3.8) and (3.9), the output of SoftImpute-ALS converges
to the SoftImpute solution when r is large enough. One could use the output of SoftImputeALS as an initialization for SoftImpute; this avoids the cost of early SVDs where the iterate
is far from the solution.
Application to panel data
These matrix completion methods have recently been applied to various econometric problems involving incomplete data or factor models. To impute counterfactuals for causal inference, Athey et al. (2018) complete the matrix of control outcomes using nuclear norm
regularization. They derive an upper bound on the RMSE of the nuclear norm regularized
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estimator under the observation pattern of staggered adoption. Bai and Ng (2017) revisit
estimation of factor models from complete panels using Frobenius norm regularization. Following Hastie et al. (2015), they solve the optimization with alternating ridge regressions.
The regularized estimate of the common component is biased toward zero, but could deliver
lower MSE than the estimate from principal components when the common component has
weak signal or et has high variance.
In panel regression, the approach of Bai (2009) formulates panel outcomes as a linear
combination of covariates and a factor model in the residuals. Briefly defining Y as an
N × T outcome matrix, Xit as a length-p vector of covariates, and β as a length-p vector of
regression coefficients:
Yit = XitT β + λTi ft + eit
This formulation is also called interactive fixed effects (IFE), since unit-specific loadings are
interacted with period-specific factors. The IFE model contains the two-way fixed effects
model consisting of additive unit and period effects. Often the goal is to estimate regression
coefficients β; Λ and F are nuisance parameters. Alternatively, the IFE model can be used
to impute counterfactual outcomes for treatment effect estimation [Gobillon and Magnac
(2016); Xu (2017)]. The role of the factor model is to control for unobserved time-varying
confounders.
Moon and Weidner (2018) regularize the nuclear norm of the interactive fixed effects
by replacing X in (3.8) with the matrix whose entries are Yit − XitT β. The regularization
makes the objective function convex in β, avoiding the problem of local minima faced by
the unregularized least-squares objective. The estimate of β from the regularized method is
consistent, and can be improved by subsequently switching to the unregularized objective
for finite iterations. Chernozhukov et al. (2019) consider a more general IFE formulation
with time-varying and unit-varying regression coefficients. They assume these heterogeneous
effects, like the interactive fixed effects, are low-rank. Nuclear norm penalties on these matrices result in an algorithm that performs alternating singular value thresholding operations.
Interactive fixed effects with nuclear norm regularization also appear in quantile regression
methods for panel data [Belloni et al. (2019); Feng (2019)].
Bias correction
Nuclear norm regularization shrinks the singular values of the resulting matrix estimator
toward zero. Different approaches have been proposed to recover valid inference. For their
estimator of heterogeneous effects from panel data, Chernozhukov et al. (2019) outline a
“post-SVT inference” step that corrects the shrinkage bias. Starting with the SVD solution,
factors and loadings are iteratively re-estimated by alternating least squares. The final
factor and loading estimates are unbiased, and the common component is consistent and
asymptotically normal for the effect coefficients. Inference in this procedure relies on sample
splitting and partialing out the mean structure of the covariate matrix.
Chen et al. (2019) study the matrix completion setting where entries are missing uniformly at random with some probability, and also assume an incoherence condition. Their
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bias-correction procedure first computes the matrix solution to the nuclear norm regularized
problem. This solution is then adjusted by the difference between the solution and the observed matrix, divided by the missingness rate. Finally, the adjusted solution is projected
onto the set of matrices of desired rank. Chen et al. (2019) show the debiased estimators
of the matrix entries and the low-rank factors are minimum-variance among all unbiased
estimators, resulting in optimally precise confidence intervals.
A different source of bias arises from the observation process: realistically, some matrix
entries are more likely to be missing than others. Athey et al. (2018) suggest a propensityweighted version of the loss function (3.8), which would upweight loss on entries that are less
likely to be observed. Propensity-weighted matrix completion has been found to improve
prediction error on recommendation tasks under selection bias [Schnabel et al. (2016); Ma
and Chen (2019)].
Serial correlation
Another extension mentioned in Athey et al. (2018) is to account for autocorrelation in
idiosyncratic errors. Analogously to generalized least squares, this would weight the recone e , which is assumed to be known. In the
struction error by the T × T covariance matrix Σ
complete-data setting, the objective function becomes
N
i
1X
1 h
−1
T
e
e −1
(xi − χi )T Σ
min tr (X − X )Σe (X − X ) + λ kX k∗ = min
e (xi − χi ) + λ kX k∗
X 2
X 2
i=1

Note the similarity to (3.5), the GPCE objective that captures serial correlation.
This objective function can be modified in the usual way to handle missing data. Evaluating the weighted reconstruction error at only observed values gives:
N
1X X X
e −1
(xit − χit )(xis − χis )[Σ
min
e ]ts + λ kX k∗
X 2
i=1 t:I =1 s:I =1
it

is

We are unaware of work that puts this into practice. Tanaka (2019) suggest, also as an
extension, modeling autocorrelated error within the framework of Bayesian matrix completion. They design a shrinkage prior on loadings that encourages the common component to
be low-rank, mirroring the effect of regularization. Meanwhile, geodesic Monte Carlo ensures
that the factor matrix is unitary.

3.3.2

Other static approaches

General observation patterns
Not all recent work on panel completion employs regularization. Bai and Ng (2019) stress
that regularization-based matrix completion methods rely on incoherence and missing-atrandom assumptions. They present a regularization-free method for general patterns of
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missing entries, along with asymptotic distributions for the inferential tasks of interval estimation and hypothesis testing. Their method rearranges the indices of rows and columns
to obtain a block of units observed across all periods and a block of periods observed across
all units. Factors are estimated from the former block and loadings from the latter block by
principal components. The resulting common component estimate is consistent and asymptotically normal with convergence rates that depend on block membership. However, these
results assume that the numbers of completely observed units and completely observed periods both approach infinity.
Xiong and Pelger (2019) work toward the same inferential goals under general observation
patterns. Both papers assume data is generated by an approximate factor model, but in
contrast to Bai and Ng (2019), Xiong and Pelger (2019) assume that the probability of a
unit, period or entry being observed is bounded away from zero. They rely on the availability
of covariates to estimate the propensity of a given entry to be observed. First they zero
out missing entries and compute a suitably weighted sample covariance matrix; PCA on
this matrix gives estimated loadings. They then estimate factors by an inverse-propensityweighted regression of observed data on estimated loadings. Because factors, loadings and
imputed values are asymptotically normal, it is possible to test pointwise for individual
treatment effects at any time.
EM with principal components
The earlier econometric literature on factor estimation anticipated the need to work with
and impute missing values. This is usually accomplished by the EM algorithm, proposed by
Stock and Watson (2002b) for the non-dynamic method of ordinary principal components.
They situate the least-squares objective (3.3) in the maximum likelihood framework with
IID Gaussian error. The E-step fills in missing observations with the corresponding entries
b Fb. The M-step re-computes Λ
b and Fb by principal
of the common component estimate Λ
components.
These steps are derived as follows. Recall xit = λTi ft + eit . Here the only randomness
iid
in xt comes from et , which is assumed to follow et ∼ N (0, σ 2 IN ) for some σ 2 . Then the
log-likelihood `(Λ, F ; X) is proportional to
`(Λ, F ; X) ∝ − kX −

ΛF k2F

=−

N X
T
X

(xit − λTi ft )2

i=1 t=1

Denote the observed data by X obs . The expected complete log-likelihood is
N X
T
X



E `(Λ, F ; X) | X obs = −
E(x2it | X obs ) − 2λTi ft E(xit | X obs ) + (λTi ft )2

=−

i=1 t=1
N X
T
X
i=1 t=1

(E(xit | X obs ) − λTi ft )2 + C
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P PT
P PT
obs
obs 2
2
) does not depend on Λ or
where C = N
)] − N
i=1
t=1 [E(xit | X
i=1
t=1 E(xit | X
F . Hence, the M-step solves


arg max E `(Λ, F ; X) | X

obs

Λ,F



= arg min
Λ,F

N X
T
X

(E(xit | X obs ) − λTi ft )2

i=1 t=1

whose solution is given by the principal components of E(X | X obs ). This conditional
expectation is computed by the E-step; at missing observations it evaluates to the common
component estimate:
(
[X obs ]it Iit = 1
E(xit | X obs ) =
λTi ft
Iit = 0
Note this EM procedure is equivalent to SoftImpute with zero regularization. The case
with covariates gives rise to an analogous EM algorithm, which appears in work on IFE with
incomplete observations [Gobillon and Magnac (2016); Liu et al. (2020)]. The EM algorithm
for IFE iterates the following steps: counterfactuals are imputed with the conditional mean
of the outcome, and all parameters of the IFE model are optimized.
Su et al. (2019) study the asymptotic distributions of factor model estimates using the
EM algorithm of Stock and Watson (2002b). They assume data is generated by an approximate factor model with entries missing uniformly at random. If missing values are initialized
with zeros, the common component estimates are consistent but not necessarily asymptotically normal after one iteration of principal components. Additional iterations improve the
efficiency of the estimates.
Angelini et al. (2006) compare the imputation ability of multivariate factor-based methods like Stock and Watson (2002b) to univariate methods based on the Kalman filter or
spline functions. They find on economic datasets that factor methods outperform univariate
methods, but factor methods may not outperform other multivariate methods.

3.3.3

Dynamic approaches

The DFM with missing data
Although the above imputation procedure of Stock and Watson (2002b) applies to ordinary
principal components, it is closely related to a family of parametric approaches that capture
dynamics. Recall that, asymptotically, ordinary principal components and probabilistic
principal components are equivalent. Also note that the DFM of Doz et al. (2012) reduces
to probabilistic principal components when the state transition matrix is zero and errors are
homoskedastic.
Missing data in the DFM is readily handled with a slight modification to the EM algorithm. Giannone et al. (2008) set the idiosyncratic error of missing observations to have
infinite variance. Whereas before Var et = Σe , which is assumed in these works to be
diagonal, now the diagonal elements are time-varying:
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(
[Σe ]ii
Var eit =
∞

Iit = 1
Iit = 0

This modification leads the Kalman filter to place no weight on missing values during
factor estimation (the E-step). Sinopoli et al. (2004) study this technique in the setting
where the set of observations missing in each period is all or none. Then the Kalman filter
simply applies the state transition matrix forward with zero noise whenever a period contains
no data.
In the EM algorithm of Giannone et al. (2008), the parameter estimation step (the
M-step) uses only periods with complete data, ignoring observations on the ragged edge.
Bańbura and Modugno (2014) adapt the M-step to handle general missingness patterns.
They derive parameter updates that involve a selection matrix designed to precisely skip the
missing observations. Factor estimation with missing values proceeds as outlined in Durbin
and Koopman (2012): the system matrices of the Kalman filter are adjusted in each period
to include only dimensions corresponding to available values. Numerically, as Marcellino
and Sivec (2016) observe, this has the same effect as the infinite-variance trick in Giannone
et al. (2008).
Where imputations of missing values are required, Bańbura and Modugno (2014) return the common component estimate plus the conditional mean of the idiosyncratic error,
optionally modeled as an AR(1) process. Pinheiro et al. (2013) find that accounting for
idiosyncratic dynamics significantly improves the accuracy of imputations and estimated
factors, though Poncela Blanco et al. (2020) review evidence to the contrary.
There have been several empirical studies of the above EM approaches for factor estimation in the presence of missing data. Comparing the static method of Stock and Watson
(2002b) and the dynamic method of Giannone et al. (2008) on ragged-edge data, Marcellino
and Schumacher (2010) find that the differences in nowcasting ability are small. However, in
the evaluation on ragged-edge data by Doz et al. (2011), factor estimation is more efficient
with the DFM than with principal components. The most recent periods – which have the
most missing data – see the greatest improvement. Bańbura and Modugno (2014) also show
in simulations that the dynamic approach produces more precise factor estimates and more
accurate forecasts than the static approach in small samples with greater missingness. Perhaps unsurprisingly, the DFM outperforms when the DGP contains dynamics – when the
factors are persistent or when observations load on factors and their lags.
Ramsauer (2017) recombine the above approaches: they iteratively (i) fill in missing data
using current parameter estimates as in Stock and Watson (2002b), and (ii) re-estimate the
DFM by the EM procedure for complete data. These steps are alternated until convergence,
obtaining a nested EM procedure. Where they find empirical improvements over Bańbura
and Modugno (2014) is in accounting for cross-sectional error correlation in small samples.
These techniques – skipping the missing observations or iteratively imputing them – have
been applied to handle incomplete data in FAVAR models [Marcellino and Sivec (2016);
Ramsauer et al. (2019)]. Similar missing-data modifications have also been suggested for
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the dynamic principal components of Forni et al. (2005). The EM-style algorithm of Kwon
et al. (2019) alternates between imputing missing values with the conditional mean and
re-estimating the spectral density, until the spectral density estimate converges. This compares favorably to time-domain DFM methods involving Kalman smoothing when the data
contains frequency structure.
In hopes of speeding up DFM estimation with incomplete data, Jungbacker et al. (2011)
target the computational complexity of the Kalman filter. They adopt a state-space representation that maximally reduces the dimension of the state vector, but introduce complexity
by allowing this dimension to vary over time. They achieve the greatest time savings in
settings with limited missingness where the number of factors is small relative to N . Pinheiro et al. (2013) give a more efficient EM algorithm, specialized to ragged-edge data, for
fitting a DFM with autoregressive idiosyncratic error. A recent pursuit of computational
gains by Delle Monache and Petrella (2019) exploits sparse matrix operations in the matrix
representation of the Gaussian state-space model.
Bayesian dynamic missing-data methods
As in the complete-data case, Bayesian techniques are conducive to flexible modeling of
features including, but not limited to, dynamic structure. This is true of recent work on
low-rank Bayesian approaches to counterfactual imputation. Throughout this text, we have
assumed an N × T panel of a single outcome measure. Samartsidis et al. (2020), working
with a panel of multivariate outcomes, propose a factor model where loadings are shared
across the multiple outcomes, resulting in more precise estimation. Factors in their model
follow an AR(1) process. Dynamic factors also feature in the flexible model of Pang et al.
(2020), along with unit- and time-varying coefficients on covariates. In the special case of
no dynamics, this reduces to a multilevel model. Both papers employ MCMC: Samartsidis
et al. (2020) account for uncertainty in rank with a multiplicative gamma process shrinkage
prior, while Pang et al. (2020) choose shrinkage priors to encourage sparsity in coefficients
and loadings.
The predecessor to these dynamic Bayesian approaches to counterfactual prediction is
Brodersen et al. (2015), who impute a single counterfactual series with a Bayesian structural
time-series model. This model assumes the target series is a sum of interpretable components,
which include a local linear trend, seasonality, and a static or dynamic linear combination
of control series. Sparsity is imposed in the last component via a spike-and-slab prior on
regression coefficients. In this state-space model, the evolution of components is governed
by time-varying system matrices. Another example of a structural time-series model that
decomposes additively into interpretable components is Prophet [Taylor and Letham (2018)],
which allows for nonlinear time trends.
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3.4

Discussion

Many authors caution against ignoring serial correlation in panel data, since static models
tend to produce non-smooth, unrealistic imputations as well as overly narrow uncertainty
intervals [Honaker and King (2010); Brodersen et al. (2015)]. The multiple imputation approach of Honaker and King (2010) encourages smoothness in the time dimension by placing
a multivariate normal assumption on the dataset and including smooth basis functions as
additional series. More recently, modern versions of dynamic factor models have emerged
that capture time dependence within a low-rank structure. These include efficient methods
for obtaining point estimates as well as flexible Bayesian methods. These approaches also
treat missing data, on the ragged edge or elsewhere, as a first-class citizen.
It is fair to ask whether modeling dynamics is really necessary. After all, the efficiency
improvement of the DFM over principal components only appears in small samples. But if a
highly sparse dataset counts as small data, this would seem to motivate a dynamic approach
for unbalanced panels. Indeed, both Doz et al. (2011) and Bańbura and Modugno (2014)
demonstrate better empirical performance by dynamic factor estimators versus their static
counterparts under higher sparsity. More systematic comparisons of static and dynamic lowrank approaches for incomplete panel data, generated by various outcome and observation
processes, would be illuminating.
Another direction for future work is theory that clarifies when accounting for dynamics
is helpful, as well as inferential theory for estimators of dynamic structure. Here, the role of
sparsity is relevant. For instance, one might question the ability to make inferences about
dynamic structure in the presence of high missingness. Regularization could play a role, as
in matrix completion, of introducing bias in exchange for error reduction. Attention to error
bounds, bias and the observation process is a hallmark of recent research on static panel
completion. It would be worthwhile to address these considerations in dynamic models.
Most of the dynamic models we have mentioned assume linear transition and observation
processes along with Gaussian distributions. When linearity or Gaussianity is relaxed, closedform Kalman recursions are no longer available, and researchers often resort to MCMC.
A faster and perhaps underutilized option is sequential Monte Carlo (SMC), also known
as particle filtering [Lopes and Tsay (2011)]. Parameter estimation in SMC can rely on
optimization or sampling [Creal (2012)]. Leippold and Yang (2019) use the particle filtering
and learning framework of Carvalho et al. (2010) to fit a dynamic linear model with regime
switching to mixed-frequency data.
If we work with a static model, we have other means for nonlinear decomposition. These
include kernel principal components, applied to missing data in Nguyen and Torre (2009),
and the Gaussian process latent variable models of Lawrence and Urtasun (2009). The
similarlity-based approach of Kapetanios et al. (2014) also gives rise to a nonlinear panel
model with cross-sectional dependence. Discrete outcomes can be generated via familiar link
functions, as Chen et al. (2020) demonstrate for IFE.
Uncertainty quantification for low-rank panel methods, aside from bootstrap procedures,
largely relies on asymptotic theory. For less-than-asymptotic data, credible intervals from
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Bayesian procedures may be more appropriate. The variety of Bayesian methods for counterfactual imputation [Tanaka (2019); Pang et al. (2020); Samartsidis et al. (2020)] illustrates
that there is opportunity to explore the space of priors, samplers and model structure. Alternatively, an increasingly popular approach for finite-sample inference is conformal inference,
which relies on exchangeability to produce distribution-free prediction intervals with exact
coverage. Conformal inference has been adapted for counterfactual prediction [Chernozhukov
et al. (2017)] and timeseries data [Chernozhukov et al. (2018)].
If the purpose of imputation is causal inference, then extra care is required to probe the
validity of the causal estimates. Fortunately, the literature has best practices to recommend.
These include making explicit the assumptions, such as latent ignorability, that underlie
the use of low-rank panel methods [Pang et al. (2020)]. Another commendable practice, as
exemplified by Liu et al. (2020) and others, is conducting placebo tests and other diagnostics
for detecting time-varying confounders and model misspecification.
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Appendix A
Chapter 1
A.1
A.1.1

Proofs
Relating the PMF complete conditional and the MAP
estimate

Recall the complete conditional for user factors (ui | R, V, µU , ΛU , α) has mean and precision
!
k
X
µ∗i = [Λ∗i ]−1 α
Iij Rij vj + ΛU µU
(A.1)
j=1

Λ∗i

= ΛU + α

k
X

Iij vj vjT

(A.2)

j=1

Claim. (A.1) is the coordinate ascent update for ui in MAP estimation with zero-mean,
isotropic priors.
Proof. We reproduce the MAP objective function, Eq (4) in [Salakhutdinov and Mnih
(2008)]. We use prior hyperparameters µU = µV = 0, ΛU = αU I, ΛV = αV I and introduce λU = αU /α, λV = αV /α. For these settings, the objective function is simply the
Frobenius norm regularized problem.
n
k
n
k
1 XX
λU X
λV X
2
T
2
`(U, V, R) =
Iij (Rij − ui vj ) +
kui k2 +
kvj k22
2 i=1 j=1
2 i=1
2 j=1
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Taking the derivative with respect to ui and setting to 0 yields
k
X
∂
`(U, V, R) = −
Iij (Rij − uTi vj )vjT + λU uTi = 0
∂ui
j=1
!
k
k
X
X
Iij Rij vj =
Iij vj vjT + λU I ui
j=1

j=1

The coordinate ascent update is
u∗i =

k
X

!−1
Iij vj vjT + λU I

j=1

=

α

k
X

k
X

!
Iij Rij vj

j=1

!−1
Iij vj vjT + αU I

j=1

= [Λ∗i ]−1 α

α

k
X

!
Iij Rij vj

j=1
k
X

!
Iij Rij vj + ΛU µU

j=1

A.1.2

A-optimality minimizes a lower bound on predictive
variance

Claim. ui ∈ Rr has mean µ and variance Σ. Let ṽ be drawn from the uniform distribution
on the unit sphere {v ∈ Rr : kvk2 = 1}, independently of ui . The predicted response uTi ṽ
has variance
 1
1
(A.3)
tr Σ + kµk22 ≥ tr Σ
Var (uTi ṽ) =
r
r
Minimizing tr Σ corresponds to minimizing a lower bound on the predictive variance.
Proof.
2
Var (uTi ṽ) = E(uTi ṽṽ T ui ) − E(uTi ṽ)

2
= E uTi E(ṽṽ T | ui )ui − E(ui )T E(ṽ)


T1
= E ui Ir ui − (µT 0)2
r
1
= E kui k22
r

1 
= E tr (ui uTi )
r

1
= tr Σ + µµT
r

1
tr Σ + kµk22
=
r
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Interpreting A-optimality

We explore how trace minimization implies certain criteria for selecting questions.
optimality solves
i−1
h

−1
(t+1)
(t)
min tr Λi
= min tr Λi + αvj vjT
j

A-

j

(t)

For simplicity, we rewrite the current user precision Λi as Σ−1
i , the inverse user covariance.
We assume Σi is full rank. By the Woodbury matrix identity,

−1 T
T −1
Σ−1
= Σi − Σi vj α−1 + vjT Σi vj
vj Σi
i + αvj vj
The trace can be simplified as follows:
h

−1 T i
−1
T −1
−1
T
tr Σi + αvj vj
= tr Σi − tr Σi vj α + vj Σi vj
vj Σi

−1 T 2
= tr Σi − α−1 + vjT Σi vj
vj Σi vj
In choosing question j to minimize this expression, we can ignore the tr Σi term since it is
constant in j, and focus on maximizing the second term:
νjT Σ2i νj
vjT Σ2i vj
= max
max −1
−1
j
j
α + vjT Σi vj
α kvj k22
+ νjT Σi νj

(A.4)

where νj = vj / kvj k2 are normalized question factors.
Remark. The A-optimal criterion prefers question factors vj with large magnitude, as this
would reduce the denominator in (A.4). We consider these questions to be more informative.
Moreover, the response precision α acts as a multiplier on informativeness: the higher the
precision, the more informativeness matters for question selection.
Next we show that among equally informative questions, the A-optimal criterion prefers
question factors vj in the direction of greatest user variance. This is equivalently the direction
with least existing information. In general, (A.4) will consider both informativeness and
alignment with this direction.
Claim. Suppose we choose question factors from the unit sphere {v ∈ Rr : kvk2 = 1}. Let
λmax (Σi ) denote the maximum eigenvalue of Σi . Assume Σi is full rank. Then
vjT Σ2i vj
(λmax (Σi ))2
=
vj :kvj k2 =1 α−1 + vjT Σi vj
α−1 + λmax (Σi )
max

The maximum is attained by the principal eigenvector of Σi .
Proof. Note, for a unit vector vj , the objective is a generalized Rayleigh quotient:
vjT Σ2i vj
vjT Σ2i vj
= T
α−1 + vjT Σi vj
vj (Σi + α−1 I)vj

(A.5)
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The maximum value of the generalized Rayleigh quotient is the maximum eigenvalue of
(Σi + α−1 I)−1 Σ2i [Prieto (2003)]. Since Σi is positive definite, Σi + α−1 I is invertible. Writing
Σi and Σ2i in terms of their eigendecompositions,
(Σi + α−1 I)−1 Σ2i = (QΛQ−1 + α−1 I)−1 QΛ2 Q−1
= (Q(Λ + α−1 I)Q−1 )−1 QΛ2 Q−1
= Q(Λ + α−1 I)−1 Λ2 Q−1
λ2

We have obtained the eigendecomposition of (Σi + α−1 I)−1 Σ2i . The eigenvalues are λ` +α` −1 ,
x2
where λ` is the `th eigenvalue of Σi . Note that for α−1 positive, the function f (x) = x+α
−1 is
increasing when x > 0. All λ` are positive since Σi is positive definite. Hence the maximum
eigenvalue of (Σi + α−1 I)−1 Σ2i sets λ` = λmax (Σi ), and
vjT Σ2i vj
(λmax (Σi ))2
max
= −1
vj :kvj k2 =1 vjT (Σi + α−1 I)vj
α + λmax (Σi )

A.2

Active strategy in latent space

To complement the analysis of the active strategy in section A.1.3, we investigate empirically
the relationship between question factors and question order for the 2016 CCES. We use a
rank-2 decomposition for ease of visualization. Figure A.2.1 depicts question factors as vectors in latent space. Longer vectors indicate questions that feature more prominently in the
principal components. We use the term “principal components” loosely: recall SoftImpute
is solved via soft-thresholded SVD. Unregularized SoftImpute performs principal component
analysis on some complete version of the responses.
The active strategy front-loads medium-length vectors in the second and fourth quadrants
– the direction where the user factors have greatest prior variance. The active strategy spends
its initial question budget sweeping around this direction of latent space. The longest vectors,
which lie in the orthogonal direction, are asked midway through the survey. Short vectors
are skipped, as they contribute little to precision. In simulations with higher α, the relative
information conveyed in each response is greater, and the longest vectors are chosen earlier
(Figure A.5.7). Note these choices are consistent with the conclusions in section A.1.3.
The posterior of user factors also illustrates this story. The active ordering first places
users along the direction of greatest user variance before seeking information along the orthogonal direction (Figure A.2.2a). The confidence region in Figure A.2.2b quantifies the
declining uncertainty in one user’s position as the survey proceeds. It is in the same direction
that the confidence region narrows most quickly.
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Figure A.2.1: We show the positions of the question factors in latent space using a rank-2
decomposition. The darker a vector is shaded, the earlier the corresponding question is asked
by the active strategy. We label the first questions selected by the active strategy.
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(b) Posterior with 2σ confidence region for a sin(a) Posterior mean for 10 users over the survey, gle user, starting light gray and darkening over
shown in different colors. All trajectories begin the survey. The black line denotes the posterior
mean.
at the same prior mean.

Figure A.2.2: We visualize the evolution of the user factors posterior over the course of the
survey. As questions are asked, the posterior mean for a user moves in the direction of the
corresponding question factors by increments depending on the response values and alpha.
The confidence region also narrows in this direction, representing precision gained.
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Robustness checks for question order

Figure A.3.1: Question rank across 10 simulations of the active strategy on the 2016 CCES.
This iteration adds questions about political affiliation. Of these questions, the most informative is identifying as Democrat, followed by identifying as independent. Identifying as
Republican and rating one’s ideology on an ordinal scale do not appear in the top 20.
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Figure A.3.2: Question rank across 10 simulations of the active strategy on the 2016 CCES.
This iteration adds questions about political affiliation and demographics. Gender questions
are asked early, as is identifying as Democrat. Questions about race do not appear in the
top 20. Immigration questions and identifying as independent become less important.
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Figure A.3.3: Question rank across 10 simulations of the active strategy on the 2016 CCES.
This iteration adds questions about political affiliation, demographics, education, financial
well-being, and religiosity. Of the new questions, child and home ownership are prioritized,
but only after gender and Democrat self-identification.
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Figure A.3.4: Question rank across 10 simulations of the active strategy on the 2016 CCES.
All covariate questions are automatically included at the start of the survey; the active
ordering takes information from those questions into account.
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Additional results for 2016 CCES

Figure A.4.1: Prediction error on the sparse holdout set, measured across 10 iterations
of simulating the 2016 CCES. Error metrics include mean squared error, mean absolute
error, the proportion of predictions with the wrong sign, and mean signed error or bias.
Active question selection attains lower mean squared and mean absolute prediction error
than baselines. The active strategy also correctly predicts the sign of survey responses more
often.
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Figure A.4.2: Mean absolute prediction error per question after one question chosen actively
or randomly, 2016 CCES.
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Figure A.4.3: Bias per question when imputing responses with no knowledge (“pre-survey”)
and with all other responses revealed (“oracle”).
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Figure A.4.4: We plot the trace of posterior variance achieved by 10 simulations of the active
and random strategies on 2016 CCES. Note the active strategy produces a single question
ordering across all users, and thus a single sequence of objective function values per simulation. This sequence varies slightly across simulations due to randomness in estimated
question factors. To compute the objective function for the random strategy in one simulation, we average the trace of posterior variance after each question across 100 random
question orderings.
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Figure A.4.5: Question factors for 2016 CCES using a rank-4 matrix decomposition.
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(a) Prediction error on the sparse holdout set, measured across 10 simulations.
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(b) Relative sample complexity of the
active and -greedy strategies.

Figure A.4.6: We add to the overall error comparison the -greedy strategy, which selects
a random question with probability 0.05 and otherwise follows the active order. -greedy
question selection is no better than active for PMF with fixed question factors.
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Other simulation settings

Figure A.5.1: Active ordering for 2016 CCES using a rank-4 matrix decomposition and
D-optimality.
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Figure A.5.2: Active ordering for 2016 CCES using a rank-4 matrix decomposition and
E-optimality.
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(a) Minimizing the determinant of posterior
variance (D-optimality).
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(b) Minimizing the maximum eigenvalue of posterior variance (E-optimality).

Figure A.5.3: Prediction error on the sparse holdout set across 10 simulations of the 2016
CCES. Active question selection uses different optimality criteria.
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Figure A.5.4: Positions of the question factors in latent space, estimated with Frobenius
norm regularization instead of SoftImpute, for different simulations of 2016 CCES.
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Figure A.5.5: Active ordering for 2016 CCES using a rank-4 matrix decomposition. Question
factors are estimated with Frobenius norm regularization instead of SoftImpute.
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Figure A.5.6: Prediction error on the sparse holdout set across 10 simulations of the 2016
CCES using a rank-8 matrix decomposition. This achieves roughly the same final imputation
error as the rank-4 decomposition (Figure 1.3a). Moreover, overall error with r = 8 declines
more slowly as responses are revealed. For the active strategy, 8 questions with r = 4 give
the same MAE as 12 questions with r = 8. For the random strategy, 6 questions with r = 4
give the same MAE as 8 questions with r = 8.

Figure A.5.7: Positions of the question factors in latent space using a rank-2 decomposition,
2016 CCES. This time we set α = 4, increasing the precision and hence the information
content of responses.
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Results for 2018 CCES

Figure A.6.1: Active ordering for 2018 CCES using a rank-4 matrix decomposition. The top
10 active questions address a hodgepodge of issues, including the top issues from 2016 as
well as taxes and trade. The leading question is whether to appoint Brett Kavanaugh to the
Supreme Court.
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(a) Prediction error on the sparse holdout set, measured across 10 simulations.
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(b) Sample complexity of active ordering relative to random ordering.

Figure A.6.2: Summary measures of imputation error for simulating the 2018 CCES using
each question selection strategy.

Figure A.6.3: Reduction in imputation error from pre-survey levels for the 2018 CCES.
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Figure A.6.4: Mean absolute prediction error per question after one question chosen actively
or randomly, 2018 CCES.
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Figure A.6.5: Mean absolute prediction error per question after five questions chosen actively
or randomly, 2018 CCES.
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Figure A.6.6: Bias per question when imputing responses with no knowledge (“pre-survey”)
and with all other responses revealed (“oracle”), 2018 CCES.
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Figure A.6.7: Positions of the question factors in latent space using a rank-2 decomposition,
2018 CCES.
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Figure A.6.8: Question factors for 2018 CCES using a rank-4 matrix decomposition. The
second component aligns with bipartisanship: background checks, North Korea sanctions
and provisions of the tax bill command broad support. These load opposite the unpopular
policy of criminalizing abortion in all circumstances.
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Results for 2012 CCES

Figure A.7.1: Active ordering for 2012 CCES using a rank-4 matrix decomposition. The
active strategy favors questions about the ACA and immigration. Unlike in 2016, the active
strategy passes over abortion- and environment-related questions. These issues feature less
in latent concepts in 2012 due to a shortage of relevant questions.
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(b) Sample complexity of active ordering relative to random ordering.

Figure A.7.2: Summary measures of imputation error for simulating the 2012 CCES using
each question selection strategy.

Figure A.7.3: Reduction in imputation error from pre-survey levels for the 2012 CCES.
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Figure A.7.4: Mean absolute prediction error per question after one question chosen actively
or randomly, 2012 CCES.
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Figure A.7.5: Mean absolute prediction error per question after five questions chosen actively
or randomly, 2012 CCES.
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Figure A.7.6: Bias per question when imputing responses with no knowledge (“pre-survey”)
and with all other responses revealed (“oracle”), 2012 CCES.
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Figure A.7.7: Positions of the question factors in latent space using a rank-2 decomposition,
2012 CCES.
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Figure A.7.8: Question factors for 2012 CCES using a rank-4 matrix decomposition. The
second component aligns with bipartisanship. The Keystone XL pipeline, popular in 2012,
loads opposite the Ryan budget bill and approval of Congress, which was at historic lows.
The third component aligns with support for isolationist and xenophobic policies. The fourth
component prioritizes fiscal issues, namely free trade and deficit reduction.
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Results for first Facebook survey

(a) Prediction error on the sparse holdout set, measured across 10 simulations.

(b) Sample complexity of active ordering relative to random ordering.

Figure A.8.1: Summary measures of imputation error for simulating the Facebook survey
using each question selection strategy. For clarity, we plot 2σ uncertainty bands across 10
simulations of each strategy.

Figure A.8.2: Reduction in imputation error from pre-survey levels for the initial Facebook
survey.
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Figure A.8.3: Mean absolute prediction error per question after one question chosen actively
or randomly, Facebook survey.
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Figure A.8.4: Mean absolute prediction error per question after five questions chosen actively
or randomly, Facebook survey.
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Figure A.8.5: Bias per question when imputing responses with no knowledge (“pre-survey”)
and with all other responses revealed (“oracle”), Facebook survey.
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Results for Facebook survey experiment

Figure A.9.1: Difference in mean response between strategies (conditions), using random
order as a baseline, for the Facebook survey experiment. Responses have been rescaled to
unit variance on a per-question basis. Hence, as with our estimated order effects, units are
standard deviations on the response scale.
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Figure A.9.2: Pre-survey imputation error, that is, mean absolute prediction error per question before any responses are available, for the Facebook survey experiment. Predictions
are based on the prior mean of user factors and question factors estimated from the initial
Facebook survey. Pre-survey imputation error differs across strategies (conditions) due to
differences in response distributions induced by order effects and nonresponse.
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Figure A.9.3: Comparing simulated and experimental reduction in imputation error on a
per-question basis for the Facebook survey. From simulations of the random-order Facebook
survey we compute percent reduction in LOOCV mean absolute error from pre-survey levels.
From the Facebook survey experiment we compute percent reduction in MAE from presurvey levels on not-yet-revealed responses. Each point represents one question. We omit
questions with undefined experimental imputation error, namely the first question in the
active order (top) and the first five questions in the active order (bottom).
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Figure A.9.4: Proportion of respondents who remain in the Facebook survey experiment after
each question. We show 95% binomial confidence intervals. After 1 question, the dropout
proportion under the active strategy is 3.6% greater than under the random strategy (95%
confidence interval [1.9%, 5.2%]). After 1 question, the dropout proportion under the expert
strategy is 4.5% less than under the random strategy (95% confidence interval [3.0%, 6.0%]).
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Results for ordered logit model

Figure A.10.1: Reduction in imputation error from pre-survey levels for the 2016 CCES with
ordered logit model.
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Figure A.10.2: Mean absolute prediction error per question after one actively chosen question
using PMF or the ordered logit model, 2016 CCES. Error is computed by 5-fold crossvalidation; PMF and ordered logit use the same folds. Pre-survey and oracle bounds pertain
to PMF.
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Figure A.10.3: Mean absolute prediction error per question after two actively chosen questions using PMF or the ordered logit model, 2016 CCES. Error is computed by 5-fold crossvalidation; PMF and ordered logit use the same folds. Pre-survey and oracle bounds pertain
to PMF.
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Figure A.10.4: Mean absolute prediction error per question after five questions chosen actively or randomly, 2016 CCES with ordered logit model.
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Figure A.10.5: Bias per question when imputing responses with no knowledge (“pre-survey”)
and with all other responses revealed (“oracle”), 2016 CCES with ordered logit model.
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Figure A.10.6: Active ordering for 2016 CCES with ordered logit model using a rank-4
matrix decomposition. We show the rank of each question across 100 randomly sampled
users in one simulation.

Figure A.10.7: Paths through questions on the 2016 CCES, chosen by the active strategy with ordered logit model
using a rank-4 matrix decomposition. We show paths for 100 randomly sampled users in one simulation as light gray
lines. Darker points indicate questions appearing more frequently at a given position in the survey.
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Side information

We give a simple proof of concept of the value of side information for the Facebook survey.
We subgroup respondents based on two covariates: country and length of time since joining
Facebook. Each simulation user’s prior parameters are set to the subgroup mean and covariance in the training half. The resulting active order is still deterministic but specialized to
the subgroup. We do not have enough power to determine whether using side information
in this way reduces overall prediction error (Figure A.11.1). Future work could expand the
covariate set or impose shrinkage across subgroups via hierarchical modeling.
Another way to incorporate side information is to include respondent covariates directly
as responses in matrix factorization. Revisiting the full 2016 CCES dataset, we reveal
responses to all covariate questions before simulating any survey questions, so that PMF
updates each user’s prior with these “free” covariates. In practice, this can be done by collecting covariates from the sampling frame or at the start of the survey. Simulations show
free covariates reduce imputation error early in the survey in exchange for increased bias
(Figure A.11.2). The information advantage of free covariates disappears as more questions
are asked; the active strategy breaks even around 17 questions. Strategies using free covariates have higher oracle error than their agnostic counterparts. The active ordering with free
covariates is similar to that without, though covariates again substitute for questions about
immigration (Figure A.3.4).
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(a) Prediction error on the sparse holdout set, measured across 10 simulations.
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(b) Relative complexity of the active
strategy with and without subgroups.

Figure A.11.1: Summary measures of imputation error for the Facebook survey. The “subgroups” strategies initialize each user prior to the empirical Bayes estimate for the subgroup to which the user belongs. For clarity, we plot 2σ uncertainty bands across 10 simulations of each strategy.
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(a) Prediction error on the sparse holdout set, measured across 10 simulations.
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(b) Relative complexity of the active
strategy with and without free covariates.

Figure A.11.2: We plot overall imputation error when responses to covariate questions are
always available (“free-cov”). For short simulated surveys, information from free covariates
narrows down user position in latent space, reducing error faster for both active and random
strategies. As survey length grows, there is a strategy-specific crossover point after which
using free covariates leads to slightly higher prediction error. This occurs because the free
covariates participate in matrix factorization: the loss function includes terms for their
reconstruction error. This changes the question factors estimated from the training half.
Meanwhile, imputation error is evaluated on held-out survey responses only, not covariates.
We have biased question factors away from those that would optimize the original covariatefree loss function, in exchange for covariate-enabled variance reduction.
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question
CC18 320a
CC18 320c
CC18 320d
CC18 321a
CC18 321c
CC18 321d
CC18 321e
CC18 321f
CC18 322a
CC18 322b
CC18 322c
CC18 322f
CC18 325b
CC18 325c
CC18 325d
CC18 326
CC18 327a
CC18 327c
CC18 327d
CC18 327e
CC18 328b
CC18 328d
CC18 328e
CC18 328f
CC18 331a
CC18 331b
CC18 331c
CC18 332a
CC18 332b
CC18 332c
CC18 332e

text
Gun Control - Background checks
Gun Control - Ban assault rifles
Gun Control - Easier concealed-carry
Abortion - Always allow
Abortion - Ban after 20th week
Abortion - Decline insurance coverage
Abortion - No federal funds
Abortion - Always illegal
Immigration - Border wall
Immigration - DACA
Immigration - Local police cooperation
Immigration - Imprison previous deportees
Taxes - Reduce mortgage interest deduction
Taxes - Limit state and local deduction
Taxes - Increase standard deduction
Tax Bill
Health Care - Medicare for all
Health Care - Repeal entire ACA
Health Care - Repeal mandates only
Health Care - Partially repeal ACA
Roll Call - Appoint Neil Gorsuch
Roll Call - Limit pres. sanction power
Roll Call - North Korea sanctions
Roll Call - Appoint Brett Kavanaugh
Trade - China tariffs
Trade - Some steel/aluminum tariffs
Trade - Uniform steel/aluminum tariffs
Exec Orders - Make Jerusalem capital
Exec Orders - Allow Keystone XL
Exec Orders - Withdraw from Paris accord
Exec Orders - Withdraw from TPP
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diff
0.001
-0.001
0.005
0.018
0.014
0.016
0.013
0.006
-0.002
0.001
0.002
-0.001
0.001
0.008
0.001
0.000
0.003
0.014
0.001
0.003
0.003
0.004
-0.001
0.001
0.011
0.007
0.007
0.015
0.012
0.002
0.003

pct.reduc
2.1
-1.6
7.3
21.8
21.7
24.0
19.6
14.0
-4.9
1.9
4.0
-1.9
1.6
15.3
1.6
1.2
6.6
25.8
1.5
8.5
6.9
8.4
-3.2
3.1
21.3
13.7
15.4
26.3
17.5
6.8
5.7

wilcox.p
0.557
0.846
0.131
0.002
0.006
0.002
0.020
0.014
0.770
0.770
0.322
0.695
0.922
0.014
0.375
0.625
0.432
0.002
0.846
0.084
0.049
0.846
0.492
0.846
0.002
0.105
0.002
0.002
0.004
0.037
0.131

Table B.1.1: Difference in predictive performance between MrP and the factor model, baseline specification. We compute the median across simulations of (MrP MAE) - (factor model
MAE). We also compute the median percent reduction. For each question we perform a
two-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank test of the null hypothesis that the distribution of MAE is
the same under both methods. The sample consists of 10 simulations. P-values, reported in
the last column, are not adjusted for multiple comparisons.
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question
CC18 320a
CC18 320c
CC18 320d
CC18 321a
CC18 321c
CC18 321d
CC18 321e
CC18 321f
CC18 322a
CC18 322b
CC18 322c
CC18 322f
CC18 325b
CC18 325c
CC18 325d
CC18 326
CC18 327a
CC18 327c
CC18 327d
CC18 327e
CC18 328b
CC18 328d
CC18 328e
CC18 328f
CC18 331a
CC18 331b
CC18 331c
CC18 332a
CC18 332b
CC18 332c
CC18 332e

text
Gun Control - Background checks
Gun Control - Ban assault rifles
Gun Control - Easier concealed-carry
Abortion - Always allow
Abortion - Ban after 20th week
Abortion - Decline insurance coverage
Abortion - No federal funds
Abortion - Always illegal
Immigration - Border wall
Immigration - DACA
Immigration - Local police cooperation
Immigration - Imprison previous deportees
Taxes - Reduce mortgage interest deduction
Taxes - Limit state and local deduction
Taxes - Increase standard deduction
Tax Bill
Health Care - Medicare for all
Health Care - Repeal entire ACA
Health Care - Repeal mandates only
Health Care - Partially repeal ACA
Roll Call - Appoint Neil Gorsuch
Roll Call - Limit pres. sanction power
Roll Call - North Korea sanctions
Roll Call - Appoint Brett Kavanaugh
Trade - China tariffs
Trade - Some steel/aluminum tariffs
Trade - Uniform steel/aluminum tariffs
Exec Orders - Make Jerusalem capital
Exec Orders - Allow Keystone XL
Exec Orders - Withdraw from Paris accord
Exec Orders - Withdraw from TPP
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diff
0.034
-0.009
0.014
0.018
0.040
-0.007
-0.004
0.032
-0.002
0.013
0.004
0.007
0.020
0.018
0.022
0.000
0.010
0.020
0.005
0.012
0.000
0.014
0.018
-0.003
0.027
0.030
0.014
0.021
0.016
0.000
0.027

pct.reduc
48.6
-15.6
20.5
22.3
40.4
-13.4
-7.1
46.1
-5.6
17.5
5.3
10.6
31.9
19.5
36.6
0.3
18.6
31.3
9.7
24.1
-0.5
24.9
28.8
-9.3
32.4
36.4
21.3
31.5
18.6
1.1
37.5

wilcox.p
0.002
0.846
0.131
0.004
0.020
0.922
0.922
0.004
1.000
0.131
0.492
0.275
0.004
0.160
0.002
0.770
0.105
0.037
0.037
0.064
0.492
0.020
0.105
0.375
0.027
0.010
0.020
0.010
0.160
0.922
0.006

Table B.1.2: Difference in predictive performance between MrP and the factor model,
baseline + 2-way specification.

(b) Baseline model with HMC

(c) Baseline + 2-way model with HMC

Figure B.1.1: Posterior predictive distribution of state-level opinion on an immigration question. MrP is fit to 1,500
responses using the baseline specification (a,b) and the baseline + 2-way specification (c). We draw 1,000 posterior
samples for each poststratification cell and roll these up to distributions of state-level estimates. States are ordered
by Clinton’s 2-way vote share in the 2016 election. Solid triangles denote true state opinion, while hollow triangles
denote mean state opinion in the sample. Using a point estimate of parameters results in a poor fit (a). When full
Bayesian inference is performed (b,c), adding the state-level predictor reduces the bias of the state-level estimate in
more partisan states.

(a) Baseline model with point estimate
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(a) Baseline specification

Figure B.1.2: 95% predictive intervals for group-level opinion on a healthcare question. In
this simulation, posterior means from the factor model are more accurate than those from
MrP in predicting opinion of Black and Hispanic respondents and respondents with no high
school education. MrP is more accurate for 18- to 29-year-olds, as well as men under the
baseline specification.
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(b) Baseline + 2-way vote share

Figure B.1.2: 95% predictive intervals for group-level opinion on a healthcare question (cont.)
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(a) Baseline specification

Figure B.1.3: 95% predictive intervals for state-level opinion on an abortion question. The
factor model achieves greater accuracy for Clinton-leaning states under the baseline specification. However, adding 2-way vote share leads MrP to predict opinion in these states more
accurately.
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(b) Baseline + 2-way vote share

Figure B.1.3: 95% predictive intervals for state-level opinion on an abortion question (cont.)
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Figure B.1.4: Performance of state-level estimates under the baseline + 2-way specification
for the early-primary sparsity scenario. The addition of the state-level predictor improves, for
the median simulation, the correlation of separate MrP predictions with true state opinion.
However, in some simulations both methods suffer from adding this predictor, which is noisily
estimated. The rank-2 factor model attains lower mean absolute error on most questions.
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Figure B.1.5: Kernel density estimate of error for the early-primary sparsity scenario and
baseline specification. State-level estimates are produced by a rank-2 factor model and by
MrP using only the responses available per question. We collect residuals across all states
and 10 simulations. For certain questions, the residuals of the joint model are smaller in
magnitude and more centered around 0.
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Figure B.1.6: Kernel density estimate of error for the early-primary sparsity scenario and
baseline + 2-way specification.

